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Twenty*!ourth Annual Report

ADMINISTRATION

Agricultural progress for the State at large has been satisfactory
dunng the year although local losses have been sustained by reason
of drouth, frost and insect pests. The area under irrigation near
Yuma, m Arizona, has increased fifty percent during the year 1913,
and is destined to continue at a similar rate of growth as the siphon
water supply is utilized between Yuma and the Mexican line. Salt
River Valley has been notable for its prosperity during a season con-
spicuous for heavy agricultural losses, due to drouth, in the states
between Texas and Canada. The Roosevelt Reservoir, though but
partly filled at the beginning of the season, has afforded the water
needed for the full maturity of all crops in Salt River Valley and is
now slowly filling again with supplies which it is hop 3d will give unin-
terrupted water service for another season. The drouth, which has
been severely felt in dry-farming districts, and on grazing ranges, has
thus far been safely tided over under the great reservoir. The un-
precedented freeze of January 6-9, 1913, was felt most severely by
citrus growers within the State; but a study rf native vegetation
shows that this was the coldest wmter for at least fifty years. This
is not a prohibitive risk on the part of orchardists enjoying the ad-
vantages of a pest-free district, producing an extra early crop of
choicest fruit; and the reaction, with renewed plantings of young
groves, has already begun. Citrus trees on the mesa near Yuma
came through t&is period of severe and widespread cold with almost
no injury, and the experience of the season indicates the peculiar
fitness of mesa lands bordering the lower courses of the Colorado
for citrus culture.

Large areas of semi-arid lands throughout the State continue
to be homesteaded for dry-farming purposes; and occasional demon-
strations of crops grown on natural rainfall, or with the help of small
amounts of supplementary irrigating water, continue to be made.
Considerable numbers of pumping plants, particularly of the type
using cheap slop distillates for fuel, are being installed, and there is
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4Minct progress throughout the State in the utilization of semi-
arid lands through better methods of culture, drouth resistant crops,
pumping plants, and small stored water supplies.

The exploration for artesian water continues and considerable
numbers of artesian wells have been developed in the new districts
on the upper Verde and on the line of the Southern Pacific railroad
near San Simon. With a view to further discoveries of artesian
water, the First State Legislature has made an appropriation of
$7,500 for boring a well in Sulphur Spring Valley.

An encouraging indication of public interest in southwestern
agriculture was afforded by the liberal appropriations by the First
State Legislature for the use of the Agricultural Experiment
Station, and for agricultural education at the University. These
appropriations include $165,000 for a new agriculture building;
$30,000 for a new Experiment Station Farm in Salt River Valley;
123,500 for educational purposes at the University, and other sums
for various branches of Experiment Station work These expendi-
tures, when accomplished, should complete the main features of our
physical equipment for years to come, and far more than tins, by
l^oviding well ventilated rooms, cheerful surroundings and an ade-
quate home for a staff of workers, the quality and scope of agricul-
tural service should be greatly improved.

It is with satisfaction that, after many years of steadfast effort
in this pioneering field, vie feel ourselves in position to acknowledge
the truth of a precept of Wolfville philosophy, observing that "Life
ain't in holding a good hand, btit is in playing a pore hand well."
Administratively, we have worked with slender resources atid have
Ueen tampered by long delays, but the prospect for a satisfactory
^tttcome is now most encouraging,

ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRESS

Experimental facilities have been increased during the year
by the acquisition of title to desired land near Cochise, Arizona, for
dry-farming purposes, and work has been begun on the tract with
Mr. C, R Filler up in residence thereupon. The University Farm,
under the unified organization of agricultural affairs within the Insti-
tution, has been conveniently available for experimental purposes
and w&ll, for this reason, toe more valuable for educational uses in

to come. The cultural work at other outlying stations faa$ pro-
prosperously in tike main, without interruption either in per-

<t>r in m^am With tyhieji to tofctiaa&e operations.
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Following a very satisfactory experience in project organization
under the Adams Fund, work under the Hatch, State and Railroad
funds has also been stated in the form of projects with a view to
concentrating the energy and increasing the effectiveness of Experi-
ment Station staffmen. This plan of organization encourages depth
rather than superficial extent in work undertaken, and will undoubt-
edly lead to better results in all lines of Station research.

In connection with the consolidation of experimental, teaching
and extension work in agriculture under one direction, an outline
of organization for each branch of Station work has been laid down
whereby, as this outline is realized, the various duties incident to a
certain line of work may be discharged, without distraction, by the
various persons concerned. This unit of organization contemplates
an administrative head, for instance, in research, with teaching and
extension assistants. These assistants being in touch with the affairs
of their field should be excellently qualified to teach or lecture
upon subjects pertaining thereto, leaving those especially charged
with investigation undisturbed in this most important function.

It is recognized that, in a field so new as the Southwestern field,
research is the very center of information for the entire organization,
and research must be so planned and protected that new develop-
ments in teaching and extension will not detract from its efficiency.

The Commission of Agriculture and Horticulture has cooper-
ated with the Experiment Station on the Demonstration Train and
in Institute work, in the course of the year, with advantage to all
concerned. This is a natural result of an organization which is
logically as well as legally co-ordinated.

COOPERATION WITH THE XT. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AND THE OFFICE

OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

The U. S. Geological Survey and the Office of Experiment Sta-
tions of the U, S. Department of Agriculture, have co-ordinated
their work with that of the Agricultural Experiment Station in order
to aroid undesirabk duplications in irrigation investigations in the
Stole. This is acetcdtng to a provision of the State law granting
$S/K)O.QO annually for investigations of this character in cooperation

these Federal ciepactmeats, whfeh contribute not less than aa
sum. Plans of operations have been agreed upon between
agencies and the Director of the Agricultural Experiment

SOutitan as prided t»y the
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The work of the U. S. Geological Survey is confined to stream
flow measurements immediately in charge of Mr. C. C. Jacob, Assis-
tant Engineer, U. S. G. S. These stream flow measurements are a
continuation of the pioneering work along this line conducted by
the U. S. Geological Survey and other agencies in Arizona, and is
for the purpose of determining yet more fully the amount and dis-
tribution as to both place and time of the surface run-off of Arizona.
These determinations, also, have a bearing upon the replenishment
of underground water supplies, which, with the development of
pumping within the State, are becoming of general importance.
This body of knowledge, as it grows in volume and detail, affords
information relating to new developments in irrigation, domestic
and municipal water supply, power, and water storage. Inciden-
tally, the need and the means of flood prevention is pointed out, and
a basis secured for the adjudication of water rights essential to the
peace and security of irrigated regions.

This work was initiated by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1910.
and has been jointly appropriated for by the State since August,
1912, to the amount of $3,000.00 annually. At this time (December,
1913) run-off measurements are being made at twenty-one points
in Arizona as follows:
Agua Fria River, near Glendale, Arizona Santa Cruz River, near Nogales.
Beaver Creek, at Camp Verde. Salt River, near Roosevelt,
Bill Williams' River, near Swansea. San Francisco River, near Clifton.
Black River, near Fort Apache. San Pedro River, near Fairbank,
Colorado River, near Yuma. Verde River, at Camp Verde.
Gila River, near Kelvin. Verde River, near McDowell.
Gila River, near Guthrie. Verde River, at Childs.
Gila River, near Sentinel. Whitewater River, near Douglas.
Hassayampa River, near Walnut Grove. White River, at Fort Apache.
Rillito, near Tucson. White River, (East Fork) at Apache.
Santa Cruz River, at Tucson.

Current meter measurements and gage height readings are made
at all of these stations and the discharge calculated at intervals, the
results being published in the U. S. Geological Survey Water Papers
from time to time.

Co-equal in importance with accurate knowledge of the amount
of our water supply, is a knowledge of its effectiveness in irrigation.
This effectiveness, or duty of water, with alfalfa and orchard crops*
is under investigation in Salt River Valley by the Office of Experi-
ment Stations, Mr. P. E- Fuller, Irrigation Engineer, being in charge,
An annual appropriation of $3,000.00 is contributed by the State with
an equal amount .from the Office of Experiment $tat$»$» The
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ject of the work is to make studies relating to the duty of water,
mainly in Salt River Valley, with a view to pointing out the limits
of beneficial use of irrigating water under different conditions of
soil culture, and arrangement of land. For this purpose arrange-
ments have been made:

1. (a) To irrigate slowly, in the usual manner, wide lands of
alfalfa, on adobe soil, with 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 feet deep, annually,
of water.
(6) To irrigate quickly and uniformly, narrow lands of
alfalfa in the same soil.

2. To repeat these experiments on clay-loam soil.
3. To repeat again on Glendale loess.
4. To measure the water applied to orchards of citrus and

deciduous fruit trees.
Much of this plan is in operation and observations are being

made on yields, depth of penetration, evaporation, and loss by perco-
lation, of water so applied.

This work was begun October 1, 1912, and has not yet been
matured to the point of publication.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRESS

The various projects of study under the Adams, Hatch and
State funds have all made progress, some more and some less; but
in all cases without loss, due to changes in personnel.

The botanist has been concerned mainly with the writing of
an economic botany of the Southwest, continuing with usual work
in plant introduction and the studies with native cacti.

The chemists have added to details of practice in ripening dates,
although, following the freeze and a heavy crop last year, compara-
tively few varieties were available for experimental work at Tempe
this year. It is of interest, however, to observe that more than
half of the commercial crop, including 40 varieties, was artificially
ripened this year. Fairly good Deglet Noor dates, readily salable
at 25c. to 35c. for 12 oz. boxes, were artificially and economically-
ripened from material which would have been entirely worthless if
left upon the trees*

Observations on methods of alkali determination have been
sttidied and the usual routine work with soils and waters done for
those needing the service.

The Tuni$ sh€ep, utilized for years past in breeding experiments
a€ the Static Fatm, haire developed unexpected value as Johnson
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grass exterminators. A flock of 175 of these sheep was found suffi
cient to keep down the Johnson grass on about five miles of weedy 
laterals Dcar the farm during the entire hot summer growing season. 
This demonstrates a means of converting OUT worst weed into valu
able wool and mutton, tlot only without cost for ditch cleaning oper
ations, bul at an actual profit. 

Irrigation investigations in Sulphur Spring Valley have resulted 
in the completion of a string of five coucrete caisson wells at lower 
le\'e\s, all of which ha\'c demonstrated abundant water supplies, and 
roost of which arc no\\ in profitable usc by their owners. 

r.,.d~ Tun;, ,., .... " ,.,.&,nll; J"I1"..,,, !<THO dheh baD"'" in : 
,s.... "ag, ~!lkl 

Dry-fanning "ork ncar Prescott, Arizona, has given unexpec
tedly hworable r('sults in a silUation where formerly it was not sup
posed Ulat agriculture W£lS possible (m rainfall only. An attractive 
exhibition of the products from this dry-farm recei"ed general atten
tion at lhe Slate Fair and 011 the Demollstration 'I' raill , to which it 
was subsequently transferred. 

'i'he phnt brecd('rs have ('ontiuued wiUl the breeding of beans, 
alfalfa and sweet corn. Tepary beans, distributed generally over 
the Southwest, have continued to prove well adapt('d to semi-arid sub
tropical conditions, and. on their merits, will undoubtedly be found 
a valuaQle crop in situations where olher varieties of beans do not 
produce well. 'rItc deyelopment of incli .. -idual strains of alfalfa, 
necessarily a slow operation, has made quiet progress, but has 
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not yet been brought to definitely successful completion. An ex-
cellent sweet corn was isolated from mixed ears obtained from the
Papago Indians and is distinctly a new contribution to our South-
western gardens.

The State Entomologist has cared for entomological corres-
pondence, and has contributed for publication various articles on
insect pests and methods of combating them.

In general, the year's work is characterized by progress along
established lines rather than by the initiation of new subjects of
study. To some extent attention has been distracted from researcfi
work by demands made upon the time of Station specialists for teach-
ing, but with additional personnel and the plan of organization de-
scribed above, this disadvantage should be found temporary.

PERSONNEL

No changes in the major scientific staff have taken place during
the year. Mr. D. F. Jones, Assistant Plant Breeder, went to Syra-
cuse University for post-graduate work and was replaced by Mr.
J. C. Th. Uphof from Lansing, Mich. Mr. C. C. Cable returned to
St. Louis and was succeeded, as Secretary, by Mr. C. E. Grassick,
Miss Helen Miller was succeeded as Librarian by Miss Ruth E-
Heagy. Miss Eunice Waller, stenographer, was added to the office staff.

Mr. Stanley F. Morse, a graduate of the Bussey Institution,
and for several years associated with Southern and Mexican railroads,
was added to the Staff as Acting Agriculturist, taking classes in
agriculture and farm management, and assisting in extension work.
Professor W. H. Lawrence, Horticulturist, formerly of the Washiug-
ton State Agricultural College, was ad,ded to the Staff and resumes
the horticultural work left by Dr. Coit on his departure to Califor-
nia. Professor R. W. Clothier went to Cornell for his sabbatical
leave, beginning June, 1913. Professor F. W. Wilson returned atter
a year's leave spent at the University of Illinois, and has been trans-
ferred from the Station Farm near Phoenix to the University at
Tucson to take up class-room duties.

With its physical appointments complete, including the new
agricultural building and the cultural stations in various parts of
the State, the final need of the Station is for the completion of the
personnel, especially of a^ssist^nts tp take up wwk along various
scientific lines already organized. This personnel ^SJ grow
from ye&r to year a^s means are available, arid with the ii^cre&se of
agricultural student body.
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PUBLICATIONS

Publications for the year, including Bulletins, Annual Reports,
Timely Hints for Farmers, and Scientific Papers, are as follows:
Bulletin 68, August 30, 1912 Southwestern Beans and Teparies.

—By G, F. Freeman.
Bulletin 69, No\ ember 30, 1912. Improved Types of Sheep for the Southwest.

—By F. "W. Wilson.
andt The Sheep of Tunis and Algeria—By A. E. Vinson.

Bulletin 70, February 1, 1913 Dry-farming in the Arid Southwest.
—By R. W. Clothier.

Twenty-third Annual Report, December 31, 1912. —By the Station Staff.

Timely Hints for Farmers
No. 96, August 10, 1912. Cabbage and Cauliflower. —By R. H Forbes.
No. 97, October 1, 1912. Grain Smuts. —By Geo. F. Freeman.
No. 98, February 8, 1913. The Improvement of Country Roads

—By G. E. P. Smith.
No. 99, April 15, 1913 How to Control Rose Aphis and Rose Mildew.

— By A. W. Morrill.
No. 100, June 15, 1913. First Arizona Farmers' Corn Contest.

—By Geo. F. Freeman.

Papers published in scientific and technical journals:
Some Problems in the Restoration of our Arid Grazing Ranges.

—By J. J. Thornber,
Proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual Convention of the American

National Live Stock Association, pp. 36-44, 1913.
Good Roads. —By G. B. P, Smith.

Arizona Magazine; III, 4, Feb., 1913.
Discussion of "Irrigation and River Control in the Colorado River Bella.11

Journal Am. Soc. Civil Engineers, pp. 1513-15, 1913. —By R. H. Forbes.
Composition of Salton Water, June, 1912. —By A. E. Vinson

Year Book Carnegie Institution of Washington; No. 11, pp. 50.

The usual number of popular articles on agricultural subjects
have been published from time t^ time in Southwestern papers, but
are not ordinarily listed with more formal publications*

FINANCIAL

For the bieamum beginning July 1» 1913, the First State Legis-
lature appropriated $276,300 for the use of the Ag^ctilteral Experi-
ment Station and the University courses in agi^cultttare. This sum
is itemized as follows;
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A new agriculture building $165,000
Agricultural instruction at the University and for the Univer-

sity Farm 23,500
Dry-farming experiments at three locations 18,000
Date palm culture at Yuma and Tempe 10,000
Horticultural investigations 5,000
Underflow studies 2,500
Plant introduction and breeding 4,000
Printing and binding 4,500
Extension work 8,800
Office and library service 5,000
Experiment Station Farm in Salt River Valley 30,000

$276,300
This sum, made available by the First State Legislature in its

third extra session, places the Arizona Station on a par in its
physical resources with the Stations of most other Rocky Moun-
tain states,

The facilities and personnel of the office have been increased
in order to cope with the much larger amount of business incident
to these increased appropriations, and all that is lacking for a com-
fortable and entirely satisfactory transaction of agricultural business
is the new building, which cannot come too soon fpr the relief and
better efficiency of those engaged in the work,

Following is the detailed financial statement showing expendi-
tures under each fund, by the Federal schedules, and by departments
and projects of work for the year. The income of the Station for
the year ending June 30, 1913 amounted to $50,907.95, derived
from the following sources:
Hatch Fund from the U, S. Treasury $15,000.00
Adams Fund " " " " " 15,000.00
Farm Sales, Station Farm $ 967.23
Sales, Tempe Date Orchard 1,770,84
Produce, Yuma Date Orchard » 883.76
Miscellaneous receipts 262 23 $3,884.06
Balance brought forward from 1911-1912 $1,108.38
Balance forwarded to 1912-1913 1,759.46 661,08 3,222.98
Prescott and Santa Fe E.. R, Fund, remittances 336.71

" " * " " overdrafts.. 163.79 500.50
B- P. & S. W, Fund,. 1,581.30
First State legislature. Dry-farming.. 5,492.18

Institutes 2,500.00
Date palms 3,050.54
Publications. 1,831.80
Horticultural experiments 1,228.65
Office expense 1,50000 15,603.17

"* *$n 907 95
R. H. FORBES, Director.
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AGRICULTURE

WORK AT THE DRY-FARMS

In general, the dry-farming sections of the State have been ex-
ceptionally dry during the year 1913 In fact, extremely spotted
distribution of the precipitation has prevailed. The Little Colorado
Basin, situated in northeastern Arizona, reports a deficiency in pre-
cipitation of about one-fifth, Sulphur Spring Valley, located in the
southwestern portion, shows a deficiency of fully one-fourth, the
Roosevelt Reservoir watershed in central Arizona suffered a short-
age of fully one-fourth, the Prescott section was short about one-fifth;
and Flagstaff nearly one-half. In spite of these unfavorable condi-
tions, however, the dry-farmer who had wisely tilled his soil and
planted carefully selected seed and crops suffered no serious loss.

THE PRESCOTT DRY-FARM

The work on this farm was chiefly a continuation of the tests
begun there in 1911. The yields in general were fully as high as
for the previous year. The summer-fallowed plots gave higher yields
in nearly every case than those continuously cropped. This was
due mostly to increased moisture supply, although it was greatly
influenced both by the improved mechanical condition of the soil,
induced from the frequent cultivations, and by tne action of the
weathering agents in releasing plant food. Two crops, Moqui
Indian corn, and kafir corn selected at random from the field records
and tabulated, show the comparative yields on continuously cropped
and on fallowed land. Both crops were given four cultivations after
planting May 26, 1913.

MOQUI INDIAN, AND KAFIR CORN ON LAND CONTINUOUSLY CROPPED,

AND ON FALLOWED LAKD, TJETOC0TT DRY-FARM, 1913,—FIELD B.

Crop

Moc[td com
Kafir corn. »

Continuously popped

Plot

y% of No, 32
y% of No. 32

? ..,. „., --* — — P.

Yield, dry matter
per acre

1840 pounds
2480 pounds

Fallowed

Hot

J^of 33
Jiof 33

Yield, dry matter
per acre

3600 pounds
5648 pounds
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New introductions of feterita, white milo, kaoliang, Sudan grass,
durra and several legumes were made. Both feterita and kaoliang
mature slightly earlier than dwarf milo, and will probably prove
valuable for grain production at the higher elevations. Sudan grass
gave excellent results as a forage sorghum, yielding well and having
a very high percentage of leaves. Of the legumes tried, Canada
field peas gave best results, both as forage and cover crops. Tepary
beans failed as a forage crop, the plants making a growth of not
more than six inches in height Grimm alfalfa roots were set out in
rows two feet apart and one foot between the plants in July. Eighty
percent of the plants started and made a growth of twelve inches be-
fore frost came in October. Turkestan alfalfa drilled in also gave
seventy-five percent stand. Some additional fruit trees and grape
vines were set out, and more ornamentals planted. Many of the
two year old trees made a growth this year of three feet.

Some valuable data were secured from the gram work. It was
found that all winter varieties wers badly winter killed if planted
later than October 20. Planted as early as August 20, Turkey Red
wheat gave ten to twelve bushels per acre This is the first winter
grain we have been able to mature on any of the experimental dry-
farms Many varieties of wheat (winter and spring), oats, and bar-
ley, as well as rye, speltz, emmer, and millet are being tried out in
these investigations. Some wild wheat from Palestine supplied by
Dr. Aaron Aaronsohn, of Palestine, also from Qarlton R. Ball,
Bureau of Plant Industry, was planted and some seed matured. It is
hoped that a suitable variety for Arizona might be developed from
a cross with this and a local sort already somewhat acclimated.
Kursh millet made a remarkable growth, yielding 120 pounds of
grain from one-thirtieth of an acre, or at the rate of 3600 pounds per
acre. The bean crop was seriously affected above the surface by
the ravages of the corrupted lady bug (Epilachna corrupta) and blister
beetles, which resulted in reducing the yield fully one-half. Irish
potatoes continued to make profitable yields.

Work with floodwater from Granite Creek was begun, but the
supplemental irrigation tests were not continued because arrange-
ments to get water could not be made. A promising improvement
here was the construction of a pit silo, 8 by 20 feet, in which about
fifteen tons of various sorghums and corn were siloed in October,
1913. This suggests the opportunity for the immediate reclamation
of large tracts in this district by raising forage for ensilage a&<i feed-
ing livestock that graze on the adjacent ranges more than faalf the
year.
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THE SNOWFLAKE DRY-tfARM

The total precipitation recorded for the year at Snowflake was
8,18 inches, the wind movement, especially for the spring months, was
exceptionally high. These adverse factors combined made operations
there unfavorable. The deficiency of moisture, however, was not the
more destructive condition; but the high winds of spring constantly
shifted the light soil and hampered seriously the growth of the young
plants. Wind breaks of tamarisk or other suitable trees will be a
necessity on certain of the soils of this area Tests with cereals, corn,
grain and forage sorghums, beans, alfalfa, peas, and potatoes were
continued. None of the crops, however, dad a fair chance of maturing
for the continual replanting necessitated by the destructive winds
brought the final plantings down to the last of June, which is too late
for seed crops in this section.

Soil samples taken from the Smith field August 1, 1913, show
as the average for the first eight feet 12.41 and 11.90 percent moisture
for two holes in cropped land, and 36.21 and 17.62 percent for two
holes in fallowed land. The crops this year in the Smith field were
planted on the fallow of 1912. That better yields were not obtained
is due undoubtedly to other causes than drouth, since the summer
was unusually cool, dry and windv. It is interesting to note, how-
ever, the amount of moisture that was added and retained by the
fallow under the difficult conditions of moisture conservation prevail-
ing for the period. In the timber area at Pinedale the crops were
below normal, while at Juniper and Lakeside, farther south and east,
the reports show yields higher than the average The average annual
precipitation over the Flagstaff area for twenty-five years is 22.96
inches; for 1913 it was 15.17 inches or 3.69 inches more than one-half
the normal. The crop yields generally, even under proper cultural
methods, were only two-third^ normal; while in nearly every case
where late spring plowing was done, total failures occurred.

TH$ ST73JPHUR SPRING VALW&Y DRY-FARM

For continuation and enlargement of the work in dry-farming
and supplemental irrigation in Sulphur Spring Valley the
S* E. % of Sec. 30, T. 15 S.» R. 24 E. was chosen. It
lies about one mile from Cochise, is traversed on the east
by a wefl^traveled wagon road, an<J. cut at the northwest corner by

%e erf the Soi|tt«i Pacific Railroad, It is slightly north
of the tulley, but it possesses average
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conditions pertaining to soil, depth of water, and precipitation for
the area. Altogether the location is ideal for the work contemplated.
When the tract was entered upon the season was so far advanced
that no summer plantings were made, but the preliminary work of
plowing, fencing, plotting, well-drilling, and erecting buildings has
already transformed the place.

The farm is enclosed with four strands of barbed wire with a
post every 16 feet. One cross fence was put in, dividing it east and
west into two equal portions. The barn is located on elevated
ground very near the center of the quarter section with roadways,
16 feet wide, radiating in four directions along each forty line. This
building is 31 by 42 feet and constructed so as to house six horses
and mules in one wing, the farm implements in the other, and give
storage capacity for 25 tons of hay through the center. It is arranged
to make extensions on the west as necessity demands. The 8-inch
well, just completed, penetrating the third water-bearing gravel
stratum at 123 feet, is located conveniently to supply water to barn,
residence and garden. About forty-four acres of land have been
broken in preparation for spring planting* Plots of Turkey Red
and Marquis wheat together with Black Winter emmer, and Red
Winter speltz were sown in November, these being all the crops
planted thus far. A strong dirt levee, for the diversion of flood-
waters, was thrown across the swale. Eight moisture sampling holes
were permanently marked with stakes, from which two general
sets of samples will be taken every year. One span of young mules
and adequate farm machinery constitute the equipment. A farm
residence, facing the main highway, is to be erected and a modern
silo may be built during the summer. Blue prints have also been
made indicating location of buildings, contour of farm, arrangement
of plots and other details.

THE EXPERIMENT STATION FARM AT PHOENIX

The work on the Station Farm embraces experiments in sheep
breeding, sheep feeding, alfalfa breeding, cereal and corn tests, sugar
beet and sugar cane culture, grain and forage sorghums, Irish pota-
toes, tepary beans as a forage, soiling alfalfa, cover crops, orchard
heating and control of Johnson grass, besides general work with
peaches, grapes, apricots, plums, apples, figs, olives, dates, black-
berries, pomegranates, oranges, and other horticultural crops.
Valuable data have been collected on these various subjects. De-
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tails of the work in sheep breeding and alfalfa breeding may be found
under the reports on Animal Husbandry and Plant Breeding.

CEREALS AND CORN

Wheat. The object of this work is to find the best milling and
highest yielding variety of bread wheat, and the proper methods
of its culture. As a beginning thirteen carefully selected bread
wheats and two macaroni varieties were planted during January,
1913. Like nearly all members of the macaroni group, the two varie-
ties tried, Kubanka and Polish, seemed to thrive exceedingly under
conditions here. Of the thirteen bread wheats tested, the Marquis,
an introduction from Canada, and the Early Bart, grown locally,
give most promise as hard and medium hard varieties.

Barley. These tests were begun to find a high yielding barley
for grain, the most suitable barley for hay, and the proper culture
of barley. Barley is one of the best adapted grain crops for the south-
west and is planted extensively, both for grain and hay production.
For hay the beardless sort is preferred although trials with it thus far
do not show as heavy hay yields as do the bearded varieties. Six-
row gave the heaviest grain yield of the five varieties planted.

Oats. The growing of oats at the lower altitudes in Arizona is
accompanied with more or less difficulty, a condition that has re-
stricted this grain almost wholly to hay production. It is hoped,
however, that a variety adapted to the production of gram under
Arizona conditions may be found. The work, accordingly, includes
variety tests for hay and grain production, and a study of cultural
methods. Five varieties, Sixty-day, Kherson, New Alberta, Texas
Red (rust proof), and White Russian were planted. The new Alberta
made the heaviest straw growth and may prove valuable for the
production of hay. White Russian and Texas Red led in the yield
of grain.

Speltz. One variety of speltz, White Spring, was tried with only
a fair degree of success.

Corn. Corn, as a quick-growing summer grain crop, following
a winter crop, should find a place on the low irrigated farms of the
State, especially if high-yielding varieties can be found. Consequent-
ly variety tests for productivity, and a study of cultural methods
best suited to this crop, were begun. The following varieties were
planted Brown County Yellow Dent, Texas Dent, Sylvia's Early,
White Wonder, and Rose, the last named being the prize-winner in
the farmerY corn contest of 1912. All rows were planted 3 feet
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apart, the plants being thinned in the rows from 6 inches to 3 feet
between the stalks. Further work is necessary to warrant any con-
clusions.

SUGAR BEETS AND SUGAR CANE

Sugar beets. Sugar beets were grown chiefly to watch the work
of the beet leaf hopper (Entetfox tenella). Two plantings were made,
one in December and one in February, to observe the difference, if
any, of the work of the insect on plants in the two stages of growth.
During the three years that observations on this subject have been
made, only one year, 1912, were any serious effects observed. The
late-planted beets showed more damage, although the early-planted
ones suffered fully twenty-five percent loss. During 1913 the crop
was not affected by this trouble.

Sugar cane Sugar cane may supersede sugar beets in this sec-
tion, or it may be grown in conjunction with beets with no inconven-
ience to the operation of the mill. To ascertain varieties best suited
and cultural methods best adapted, a plot was laid out to this crop.
Two varieties, the Ribbon and the Yellow, both from Mexico,were set
out and made a thrifty growth. Other varieties are to be planted
this spring. The quality of the cane grown here is excellent and
the yield is high,

GRAIN AND FORAGE SORGHUMS

Grain sorghums. In the lower valleys feterita, dwarf milo, and
kaoliang mature in 100 days and thus follow con\emently any crop
that is off by July 15. Even on high priced irrigated land these
sorts are profitably grown in a rotation as a summer crop. Espe-
cially are they valuable in the dairy and livestock business, They
are decidedly desert climate plants, and are best adapted to the hot-
test portions of the State. To determine the heaviest yielding, the
earliest maturing, and the most economically handled grain-produc-
ing varieties, plantings were made of Dwarf Yellow milo, Sudan
durra, four varieties of kaoliang, Black Hulled White kafir, Pink
kafir, shallu, and Sumac sorghum. All grow vigorously, some
yielding as high as 4500 pounds of seed per acre.

Forage sorghums. The forage sorghums furnish excellent sum-
mer pasturage or hay and are as well suited to southwestern condi-
tions aa the gram group. Of these Amber cane sown at the rate of
twelve pounds of seed per acre with a grain drill supplies forage with
small stalks and an abundance of leaves, and is the one most commonly
grown. It should be pastured, siloed or made into hay when the first
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stalks begin to head . .\ recent introduction, Sudan grass (Andropag· 
t'5 sorglllHtI var.) produce!> smaller stalksund a higher pen.·entage of 
lea\"('s than Amber cane. This varit:ly is a close relative of Johnson 
grass (Sorghum halapeHsc) and re$cmbles it so closely that great 
care not to cOllfus\; the two should be exercised in making plantings. 
The root syst~m of Sudan graS$, however, forms no roobtocks as 
docs Johnson grass, which furni~hes an easy means of distinguishing 
them. It is an aumlal, having nonc d th(' perniciolls habits of its 
near reh:.tiH!, but is as easily controlled by plowing as Amber cane. 
Three plats were planted, two with a gn:.i'1 drill, 1:.nd one in rows~ 

3* feet apart. TIll' two plats sown with a drill wef(~ cut twice, 
Each the 01le in rows was allowed to set seed and was cut once. 

reccin'd irrigaliag \\atcr as necdt'd. The r('sults arc shown in the 
table. 
===~'~·',;;,I:U'S (HI St'D.\!\" CR.>'S:c. .\1' TU~ STATtuN FARM, 191:l. 

~.'r 01 I To,.l yirld. 
PI", Tim. "I , • .,.Jinj( !l.hmlHof p<>und. dry Yielcl. pound. or 

I'lanlin.l Jl"t M~t~ pl~lIIin, lIay pcor • .".., _d pcor a".... 

1.. M:ly " l.'j lh. Rows a'2 ft. li,142 2251 
2 .. ,\lay 31 Hi lb. Grain drill IUJu 
3. July 5 10 lb. Grllin drill 7,OR7 

(after harlc)" ! 
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Shallu. Shallu is also a very leafy type and, although usually
grown for grain, makes excellent forage if sown thickly with a grain
drill.

IRISH POTATOES

Experiments last year with this crop seem to indicate that certain
varieties, if planted as early as November, go through the winter
with little injury and make earlier and higher yields than if planted
In February. More work is being done on this crop this year.

TEPARY BEANS AS A FORAGE CROP

This wonderfully prolific native bean thrives so well in hot sec-
tions that its use as a forage and cover crop should prove important
to the irrigation farmer. Tests were begun to determine the stage
of highest protein content, of heaviest yield, and of highest food value
per unit area.

CITRUS ORCHARD HEATING

The severe winter of 1912-13 brought into use in Salt River
Valley various means of protecting citrus groves from frost injury.
The data collected at the Station Farm, where one coal pot to every
tree was used during the cold periods of December 22 and 23, 1912,
and January 5, 6, and 7, 1913, indicate that when temperatures
lower than 23° F. are reached little benefit results from their use.
It was observed, however, that even with the low temperature of
11° F. on January 7, 1913, two vigorous yearling Mediterranean
Sweet trees were only slightly injured, while an adjacent tree of the
same variety, a weakling, was killed to the ground. Also an eleven-
year-old Jaffa tree nearby, with no heating whatever, was but slightly
injured. The same facts of varietal resistance and constitutional
vigor as protective factors were observed by growers gnerally over
the Valley. The pomeloes on Central Avenue, Phoenix, suffered
much less injury than the oranges. This severe test indicates that by
a careful selection of hardy varieties and by a system of culture
to maintain high individual vigor, large areas in this Valley may
be devoted profitably to the growth of citrus fruits

A, M. McQww,
Assistant Agriculturist



BOTANY

Next to the mining industry, the grazing industry continues to
be the most important one in Arizona. No action has yet been
taken looking toward the improvement of the grazing lands directly
under the control of the State. These lands, however, are yet in
process of selection. In due time State appropriations should be
secured to be used in making a more complete study of our grazing
resources and to devise practical means for building up the ranges.
The writer is fully convinced that the grazing industry will yield
large returns in the future from a small investment made in t iis way.

The summer and fall of 1912 were ^enerally favora1 le over the
State for the grazing industry, the rainfall being timely and abund-
ant. The winter and sfring following, however, were deficient in
rainfall, and likewise in forage growth. On the small range reserve
adjacent to Wilmot, the precipitation for the period, July to October
inclusive, was 7.04 inches, while that for the winter and spring period,
November to April inclusive, was 4.20 inches. During the winter
season the native growth was held in check and injured both by low
temperatures and by the untimely and limited rainfall. Little pre-
cipitation took place in March and April, and none whatever in
May and June. Accordingly, losses of stock, except where addi-
tional forage supplies could be secured, were heavy. These began
late in the winter and continued uninterruptedly until well into the
summer season. The summer rains were late to begin and also scant,
so that the plant growth at this season was poor. During the summer
of 1912, growth on the large range reserve was fully up to the average,
it was, however, no better than in past years. As was the case in
other parts, there was very poor growth on this enclosure during the
winter and spring months of 1913, due to the scant rainfall and low
temperatures.

THE COLD WINTER 0# 1912-1913

As already noted, the winter of 19124913 was one of extreme
severity, A temperature of 18° 3?. was recorded at the University
in the early partof December, while during the first half of January
there was a minimum temperature of 5.5° F. above zero. In
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the Santa Cruz Valley at the Desert Laboratory station,
the thermometer indicated 1° F. above zero though here
the cold was greater than on the surrounding mesas. This
singularly cold wave came from the west and did great dam-
age to citrus groves in southern California, Arizona and western
Mexico. Over much of southern Arizona, freezing temperatures
obtained for the greater part of three days. Besides the above,
there were several other periods of severe freezing weather during
the winter. Naturally, the limited rainfall at this season intensified
the effect of the cold on plant growth.

NATIVE FORAGE PLANTS INJURED BY LOW TEMPERATURES

Of the important winter and spring growing plants which were
badly stunted, and even killed in part, by the low temperatures,
may be mentioned the species of Indian wheat, in particular, Plantago
jasfogiata, the tufted borages, Pectocarya hnearis and P. penicillata
and the species of Plagwbothryx and Amsinckia, the latter known
to stockmen as "saccato gordo." Alfilaria (Er odium cicutanum)
endured the cold with little or no injury, though its growth was very
short. It futtusjied some forage late in spring, and it matured a
fair amount of seed, though all the early flowers were injured. The
low mallow, Mahastrum exile, was somewhat hurt by the coldest
weather; it recovered by spring. It was common in the foothills
of the Rincon Mountains where its fine stems and abundant leaf
growth afforded grazing for a time.

Other important forage plants to be injured by the cold were
the cacti, in particular, the chollas or cylindropuntias. Of these,
Opuntia Julgida, 0, mamillata, 0. sfinosior, and 0, versicolor, the
latter of the foothills, were all more or less injured by the frost.
Numbers of old plants, lacking vigor, and also many young ones,
being tender, were killed outright. Naturally, the more robust and
vigorous plants suffered least, though a considerable number of these
lost most of their branches which were shed almost in mass within
two or three months after the severest cold. Practically all fruits
of chollas were so injured as to lose their characteristic acid taste
and many of them wilted, dried tip* and fell from the plants, being
thus lost to grazing animals. This reduced materially the amount
of succulent feed on the ranges, since cholla fruits are an important
article of food for cattle during our late winter and spring months.
In the instance of chollas which were growing in protected enclosures*
and which had thus accumulated crops of fruits for
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practically all of this was damaged. During the spring and summer
following, chollas made poor growth, and it is safe to say that in the
aggregate these plants received a set back from the cold equivalent
to more than one year's growth.

The native prickly pears, on the other hand, were little or not at
all injured, wJtiich indicates their greater resistance to severe freezing.
They began growth as usual in the spring and blossomed and fruited
heavily in summer.

CULTIVATED FORAGE PLANTS INJURED BY LOW TEMPERATURES

Spineless cacti, in particular, came in for serious injury. On
the University grounds these plants were represented by some of
Burbank's spineless cacti, a spineless variety of Opuntia castillae,
known as the Mission pear or nopal de Castilla, also a number of
spineless and semi-spineless varieties, mostly native of Mexico, which
had been supplied by the Smithsonian Institution. Without excep-
tion, the Burbank cacti and the spineless plants from the Smith-
sonian Institution were killed outright, some of the latter being ser-
iously injured with the freeze in November. The Mission pear or
nopal de Castilla at Tucson lost nearly all of its succulent pads and
about one-half of its main stem. At Phoenix and Tempe it was some-
what less injured, though still severely frozen. In years past this-
species has endured repeatedly 16 degrees of frost, and on one occa-
sion, though for a short time only, a temperature of 12° P., or twenty
degrees of frost. During the past summer the plants of this species
on the University grounds have made good growtjti, though they did
not recover their former size, By virtue of its resistance to Jtieat and
cold, the writer has regarded this as our most promising spineless
cactus. The results of the past winter show without doubt that it is
hardier than the Burbank varieties, tested here, though it cannot
endure, for any length of time, more than 18 to 20 degrees of frost.

Rhodes grass (Chloris gay ana), which has made marvelous
growth during past years in the grass garden on the University
grounds, was injured considerably also. At the time of this cold
spell this plat of grass had not been irrigated for upwards of four
months, so Ithat with the limited rainfall, the ground was very dry.
Besides this, through, accident, this grass had been burned off»
thereby exposing the roots and crowns mote than if it had been mowed
or grazed off. By July 15, however, it had fully recovered its former
growth, thereby losing but one crop In r>3«t years Rhodes grass
lias ettdured temperatures of 16° f. and even 14° F. for a time, with-
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out injury, and the writer believes that the damage in this instance
would have been considerably less if irrigation had been given during
the fall, and if the area had not been burned over.

INJURY TO MISCELLANEOUS NATIVE SPECIES

Other native species, apart from forage plants, that were in-
jured by the low temperatures were the native ironwood or
arbol de hierro (Olneya tesota), Sahuaro (Cercus giganteus), pita-
haya (Cereus Thurberi], Arizona bladdernut (Dodonaea viscosa
var. angustifoha), Arizona wild cotton (Tkurbcna thespcsi&ides),
Sangre de draga (J air of ha cardwphylla, huisache or popinac (Va-
diellia Farnesiana), Lysdoma Watsoni, and mesquite mistletoe (Phor-
adendron cahformcum). In the foothills about Tucson the native
ironwood was frozen back one-fourth or more. Young plants of
both pitahaya and sahuaro were occasionally killed; the stems of
pitahayas were cut back 12 to 20 inches, while those of sahuaro were
only occasionally injured. The Arizona bladdernut lost its growth
of evergreen leaves and the tips of its younger branches. Arizona
wild cotton plants "were mostly frozen back one-half or more; how-
ever those in the Rmcon Mountains were invariably killed to the
ground. In the introduction garden on the University grounds the
plants of this species, with their sappy, immature growth, were mostly
killed outright. The little shrub, known as sangre de draga,
•common in foothills and mountain canyons, also huisache, and
Lystloma Watscni, the two latter being Mexican species found only
in extreme southern Arizona, were killed to the ground. The mes-
quite mistletoe, except in protected situations, was often eradicated
•entirely from its various hosts. Besides the above, quite a number
of our natrve evergreen species lost all, or a large part of their leaves
and, occasionally, some of their younger growth, but this was not
serious.

INJURY TO INTRODUCED CULTIVATED PLANTS

In view of the damage through se\ ere freezing to native growth
noted above, it is not at all surprising to find in similar parts of the
State, that citrus fruits, date palms, and olives, in addition to a con-
siderable number of ornamentals also were injured. Orange trees,
palms, $ad eucalypts were mostly badly frozen in the Salt River
Valley, «4 somewhat less so fo Jh* Colorado River Valleyv
Olive trees were quite severely tajt&ftd at Tucson and only $Ught!y
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so at Phoenix. At both Tucson and Phoenix pepper trees, casuar-
inas, Australian bottle trees, silk oaks (Gremllea), oleanders, Canary
palms, California blue palms, and Lower California fan palms
(Washingtonia robusta) were quite badly frozen. The first four of
these will require two seasons to recover their former growth, while
the last four were fully restored with one season's growth.

With 5.5° F. above zero at Tucson the following ornamentals-
were wholly or practically uninjured Chinese windmill palm
(Tr achy carpus excelsa), cabbage palmetto (Sabal palmetto), Japanese
trifoliate orange (Citrus tnfoUata), Japanese pittosporum (Pittas-
forum tobird), Japanese loquat (Photima japomca), Chinese box
(Euonymus yaponicus), Chinese trumpet creeper (Teccma chinensis),
Chinese arborvitae (Thuja onentalis), crape myrtle (Lagerstroemia
indica), mcnk's pepper (Vttex Agnus-Castus), cut-leaved monk's-
pepper (Vttex incisd), Jerusalem thorn (Paliurus Spina-Christa),
common pomegranate (Punica granatum), Monterey cypress (Cup-
ressus macrocarpa), Italian cypress (Cupressus sempermrens), mas-
tach tree (Ptstascia lentiscus), bird-of-paradise flower (Caesalpinia
Gilliesii), and citranges or hybrid oranges. With this same temper-
ature the Seville or sour orange (Citrus aurantia var. amara), Cali-
fornia fan palm (Washingtonia fiUferd), and lemon verbena (Lippia
citriodora) were injured only by losing a part or most of their leaves,
the plants recovering fully in the course of a few months.

PLANT INTRODUCTION AND ACCLIMATIZATION

This work has been somewhat neglected in the past because
of lack of funds and land for experimental purposes. Fortunately,
reasonable provision has been made now for carrying on investiga-
tions of this nature. lu addition to the propagation grounds near
the greenhouse, which had become inadequate, a tract of about five
acres has been provided on the University farm. Here particular
attention will be given to growing: (1) the various types of the native
Arizona walnut, with reference to wood production, shade purposes
and also as a stock for grafting with the English walnut; (2) to the
different forms of the native elderberries (Sambucus glauca and 5.
mexicana) as economic and orn^nental plants; and (3) to the study
of the strains of a native currant (Ribes sp.) which endures with
impunity the extreme heat and aridity of our lower altitudes, and
which is remarkably productive under cultivation. The fruit of
this is excellent when used for sauce, preserves or jelly. In the writ-
er's opinion, this plant gives promise to meet a long felt need in south-
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ern Arizona, since at our lower altitudes neither introduced currants
nor gooseberries can be grown successfully.

On the University grounds a small garden of native hardy flow-
ers has been started This is done to call attention to the advantages
of these plants over introduced ones which are less hardy and require
more care. These include several kinds of beard-tongues (Pentste-
mon), goldcnrods (Solidago,), globe mallows (Sphaeralcea), mariposa
lilies (Calockortus), alumroot (Heuchera), spiderwort (Tradescantia),
native leadwort (Plumbago,) bluebell (Rueltia), covena (Brodiaea),
and perennial species of Bidens and Tagetes. Besides this, a garden
of cultuivated irises and bulbous flowers has also been established.
German irises, in particular, are easy to grow here and have a splen-
did range of color, while man}?- varieties of Narcissus, Hyacinthus,
Allium, Muscari, Oxahs and Ranunculus are valuable late winter
and spring bloomers with us.

MISCELLANEOUS

During the year, practically one-half of the writer's time has
been occupied in teaching. As much time as possible has been given
to work on the Arizona flora, the summer vacation in particular
being spent in this way. A large number of plants from correspond-
ents over the State has been received and identified, including col-
lections of considerable size from many localities. In this way over
200 species were added to the flora that heretofore were not known
to grow in Arizona. On the University side, the herbarium has been
increased by about 15,000 sheets, by far the largest number added
in any one year.

The writer has published descriptions of new Arizona species
in the North American Flora, Vol. 22: 5; and others in Contri-
butions from the U. S. National Herbarium, Voi 16:4, the latter
together with Professors Wooton and Standley. A& article entitled,
"Important Questions Concerning the Future of the Grazing In-
dustry in Arizona/' was published in the Southwestern Stockman,
Jan. 10, 1913; also a popular illustrated article, "Some Successful
Flowers for Summer.Gardens/1 appeared in the Arizona Magazine,
Vol. 3, No. 8, Jims, 1913- The writer delivered an address before
the American National I/ive Stock Association at its annual convex
tion at Pfeoe ix, Arizona, January, 1913,entitled ''Some Problems
in the Restoration of our Arid Grazing Ranges." T6is was published
in the Proceedings of the Sixteenth ^utupoal Convention of the Ameri-
can National I4ve $tocfc Association 1913, p, 86-41.

J. J* Y»03mB«R^
Bvhmist.



PLANT BREEDING

The work in plant breeding during the year has been limited to
five definite projects which include the breeding of alfalfa, dates,
beans, wheat, and sweet corn. These projects contemplate
a study of certain basic laws governing the physiology and heredity
of the plants involved, as well as the production of improved, locally
adapted, economic varieties of them.

A bulletin covering the general culture and care of alfalfa has
been prepared for publication. This bulletin includes and brings
together the results of all previous cultural experiments and variety
tests with alfalfa at this Station, as well as such information as has
been gained in personal observations throughout the State and by
means of correspondence with the most successful growers of this
crop under southwestern conditions. It also includes practical sug-
gestions obtained from the publications of other experiment stations
situated in regions presenting problems of alfalfa farming similar
to our own.

A paper entitled " Correlations and Climatic Reactions in Al-
falfa" has been written, and was read before the American Breeders*
Association at Columbia, South Carolina, Jan. 26,1913. The data
which forms the basis of this article consist of the observations and
comparative studies on forty-four regional varieties of alfalfa grown
at the Station Farm at Phoenix in 1909 and 1910, and also studies
upon the heredity and behavior of forty-three pure races grown in
the testing gardens at the University during the summer of 1910.
This article is an attempt to disentangle some of the factors which
confuse and discourage the practical plant breeder. Any rational
procedure of breeding must be based upon a correct understanding
of the reactions of the hereditary units of the plant with the external
environment, and also of these units among themselves. The final
product, the matttre plant, is not simply an aggregate of visible
characters, each the independent product of a singlej allelomorph.,
bttt is a resultant wMch originates from the combination of several
to many imptd$e$. This paper will appear shortly in the American
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A comparative test of Peruvian, with five selected pedigree
strains of ordinary alfalfa, at the Station Farm at Phoenix during
the summer of 1913, gave results somewhat to the disadvantage of
the latter. One race, No 17, however, gave indications that tinder
suitable conditions it will become a close competitor with the very
luxuriant Peruvian strain in yield and, in addition, give a hay of
superior grade. The average percentage of leaves in the Peruvian
alfalfa was 51 percent, whereas pure race No. 17 produced hay aver-
aging 60 percent leaves.

The 144 pure races of alfalfa, planted in the fall of 1911 on the
land leased from the Evergreen Nursery Co,, have been carefully
studied and compared with regard to their growth responses to the
various seasonal changes, and also as to their habit, yield, and the
quality of hay produced. Data have also been secured for an investi-
gation of certain physiological and genetic correlations, as well as
for hereditary studies in the biological analysis of the different
regional varieties from which the mother plants of these pedigree
strains, for the most part came. In addition to these more scientific
studies, this mass of material gives promise of affording fa) pure
races of alfalfa of the Peruvian type, which heretofore has shown
itself so productive in mass cultures; (&) improved strains of the
rapidly growing Mediterranean alfalfa for use in short rotations;
and (c) strains high in both leanness and productivity, which will
be of value to the dairy industry.

The most promising of these pedigree strains will be allowed to
produce seed during the coming season for the purpose of planting
increase plots, and for their further study and comparison on a larger
scale.

Some time has been devoted to the problem of the possibility
of increasing the water-efficiency of alfalfa. For its solution points
of attack and methods must first be devised* It is conceived that
tfce amount of water required to mature a ton of hay may depend
upon at least three basic varietal characteristics either alone or in
conjunction as follows: (1) The rapidity of growth, (2) the rate
of transpiration per unit of surface exposed, and (3) the ratio of
transpiring surface to the total dry matter produced. The ability
to withstand drought may <lepend further upon (4) the distribution
and length of the root system, (5) the osmotic density of the cell
sap, and (6) the ability oi the plant to become dormant in seasons
of water famine. Investigations covering all of these points save
14?) have been m progress during the past season.
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It has been shown that some strains will regularly mature a
crop from five to seven days earlier than others under the same
conditions. When it is remembered that an acre of nearly mature
alfalfa may give off as much as 36,000 pounds of water a day through
its leaves, the aggregate of an additional six days' transpiration
means much in the economy of water expenditure. Apparatus has
been devised and constructed whereby the transpiration of water
from the leaves of the plants growing in the field may be measured
quantitatively. Experiments covering a wide range of weather con-
ditions throughout the summer of 1913 not only have given data
from which the total water-requirement of a field of growing alfalfa
may be estimated, but has also established the fact that certain
strains or varieties, under identical conditions, regularly give off
more water than others per unit of green weight or of leaf surface
exposed. Three pure races have been studied carefully in this re-
spect. In a series of tests on nine different days from May 9 to 20
pure race No. 17 was found eight times to give less transpiration than
pure race No, 91,whereas the reverse was true but once. On the aver-
age, race No. 17 gave off water equivalent to 3.8 times the weight
of its leaves in ten hours, wherea^ race No. 91 averaged 4.5 times the
weight of its leaves for the same period. In like manner pure race
No. 17 was compared with pure race No, 112. The plants here
teste4 were grown in adjacent rows, and the experiments, fifty-two
in all, made at irregular intervals from March 19 to November 21,
gave results surprising uniform. In forty-five of these tests the
transpiration of No. 112 was greater per unit weight of leaves than
for No. 17. Ten of these tests were comparative tests made by the
cobalt chloride method devised by Livingston and forty-two by the
direct measurement of the water given off, by means of apparattts
devised by the writer,* Both methods gave essentially the same
results. The average daily transpiration for the whole season was,,
for No. 17, 2.7 times the weight of the leaves, and for No. 112, 3.2
times the weight of the leaves. Investigations seeking to discover
the cause of these differences in transpiration are now in progress.

The percentage of leaves in different pure races varies widely,,
being as low as forty-eight in some and as high as sixty-five in others,
Prei^im&ry tests indicate th^t at least three-fourths of the transpir-
attap of an alfalfa plaint,is through the leaves. If the leaves of both
races should txwo«pfr:$ at tije $auie rate per unit weight, it is clear
tba£ tb^Jefiftkafy qpyt w4$ijt $ro<lî e fts dry matter with the least

Betomaiijatian of Transpiration In Plants.
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expenditure of water. It is already known that the rate of growth
does not depend upon the amount of water transpired. Data cover-
ing several years of observation by the writer have shown that
there is usually a minus correlation between yield and percentage
of leaves, i e. the high yielding sorts are generally somewhat steinmy.
There are, however, some exceptions to this statement. Whether
or not there will be found a correlation between the percentage of
leaves on a plant and the transpiring rate of the leaves themselves
remains for further investigation. Since the less leafy hay is pre-
ferred for certain classes of feeding, it would seem that there is a
possibility of greater water economy in the growing of somewhat
stemmy, but high yielding strains of alfalfa.

In the breeding of strains for dry-farming purposes it is neces-
sary to draw a ^ ater supply, sufficient to prevent suffering or death,
from a very dry soil. From the standpoint of the plant, this will
depend upon the length and distribution of the root system, and on
the osmotic pull which the root hairs may be able to exert upon the
moisture films surrounding the ultimate soil particles. As to whether
or "not it will be possible to produce varieties of alfalfa having a
greater osmotic pull (density) than other sorts, is a problem as yet
unsolved. The results obtained by previous investigators concern-
ing the relative sap density and osmotic energy of different plant
species is somewhat contradictory. Fitting has shown that the
osmotic density of certain plants, which were adapted to the very
arid conditions of the Sahara Desert is much above that of ordinary
mesophytic species. Briggs and Shants, on the other hand, maintain
that practically all plants wither at the same degree of dryness for
a given soil.

Progress io this line of investigation has here been limited" tb
the development of suitable, exact methods for measuring the osmotic
density of the cell sap.

In tiie work with alfalfa a series of solutions of kaown osmotic
strength were made up and the cell sap of the plants checked against
thetn by three methods as follows, fa) Thin freeuand sections were
placed iri the various solutions and tuen observed tinder the
scope. The presence or absence of plasmolysis indicated
01: aot the given solution was more or les$ dense th^ot the saf> of the

(b} There is & tewitu erf oc^pr^^cte tipon the normal fftfljf
a succulent alfalfa stem When $uch & $tetn Is split toftf

wiU cittl bac^ftitfd. When ft i$ dirojpped tato a fttiutiMf
•of U$$ density tJwtt* its ae$ #*?, fit witt fetftfetf* On tUtf

wh*p*
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tend to straighten out. (V) Growing branches of alfalfa were severed
from the plant under water, and transferred to a series of bottles
where the cut ends were immersed in the various solutions. After
twenty-four hours the leaves of those stems, which rested in solutions
more dense than their own cell sap, withered, whereas those of the
others remained fresh for several days

In these tests, which were made by balancing the cellsap against
a known solution, (using the protoplasmic lining of the cell itself
as the semi-permeable membrane), the solutions of electrolytes
commonly used for this purpose were found to give results entirely
too high. This is due to the fact that they permeate the cell rapidly.
Highly soluble substances having large molecules like glucose, cane
sugar, mannite and other members of the hexatomic alcohols give
much more reliable comparisons Furthermore, even the stronger
solutions exert no toxic action upon living substances.

Hardiness due to the ability of the plant to become more or less
dormant during seasons of extreme heat or water famine is well
recognized among the crops adapted to the dry-farming areas of
Arizona. It has been found, moreover, that varieties of alfalfa
differ markedly in this respect. Those sorts like the Algerian, which
maintain a relatively high rate of growth through the hottest weather
of July and August frequently lose stand much more quickly than
those like the Turkestan and common native strains which become
comparatively dormant at this season.

DATES

It has been thought best to hold the seedlings, which form the
basis of the date breeding project, in the propagating cans until th€b
spring of 1914. By this time they will have reached a degree of
maturity which will allow transplanting with comparative safety.
Some further losses have been incurred through the severe freeze
of the winter of 1912-13, and by mice and the rotting of the cans.
There remain, however, 300 healthy plants, which vary in height
from t to 20 inches and contain 3 to 12 leaves. Further plantings
will be made next spring in order to restore the full quota of four
hundred plants called for in the original outline of the project.

BEANS

The work with Tbeans has "been confined to the selective breeding
ctf the tfj^ite tepcprfi 2MH$ to certain studies of inheritance among
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hybrids and pure races of both beans ahd teparies. Continued efforts
to cross the bean upon the tepary and also the tepary with the lima
bean have resulted negatively. A few pods of the tepary-lima cross
were set but all failed to mature seed.

A small plot (.055 acre) was sown broadcast to tepary beans at
the rate of about 60 pounds to the acre. These were planted August
6 and harvested October 31 when they covered the ground in a dense
mat about twenty inches deep. The total yield was 340 pounds air-
dry hay, which is equivalent to about 31-8 tons per acre. Cattle
eat the tepary hay readily and thrive upon it. Though horses can
be taught to eat the hay, they dislike it at first.

In the tepary breeding plot, 105 plant-rows were grown. Each
row was from the seed of a single plant-selection of the previous
year (See 23rd Ann. Rpt. p. 683.) The whole block made up .923
acres and yielded 1616 pounds of threshed and cleaned seed. This
equals a rate 6f 1750 pounds dry shelled beans per acre. In harvest-
ing, the vines were cut a little below the surface of the ground.
After thoroughly drying and just before threshing, the vines from
each plant-row were weighed separately. This gave data for de-
termining the relative proportion of vine and seed in each race. The
average for all races was 35 percent dry cleaned seed. In this respect
as well as in time of maturity, habit of growth, and in productivity,
the different plant-rows exhibited marked contrasts. This is well
shown in the following table which gives the yields of seed and dry
vines from five consecutive rows.

COMPARATIVE YIELDS OF PEDIGREE PLANT-ROWS OF

Selection
No.

48
49
51
54
55

No. of
plants

47
39
40
41
42

Actual weight
of vines before

threshing

Ib,

65.0
40.0
39,5

'53.0
49.0

Dry
seeds

Ib.

21.69
3.19

14.44
17.19
19.19

Ratio seed
to total ma-
ture plant

33 percent
8 "

37 "
32 "
39 "

Comparative yields cal-
culated to the product of

100 plants

Vines only

90 Ib.
94 "

63 "
87 "
73 "

Cleaned seeds

46 Ib.
8°

36 "
42 **
46 "

In looking over this table we see that, under the husbandry of
the Indians, the tepary has not varied in morphological
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alone. Even the apparently uniform white variety is a mixture of
many races which differ strikingly in their economic values. Maxi-
mum yields of this crop can therefore only be attained whea we have
sifted out those strains and planted in pure cultures the best and most
productive of them.

SWEET CORN

The investigations with sweet corn, which up to the present
time have been of a preliminary nature, have now been organized
as a definite Adams Fund project. The corn was grown during the
past season at the Yuma Date Orchard, and is now in the fourth
generation since having been obtained from the Indians, and in the
third generation of selection. This selection has resulted in a marked
increase in both yield and average size of the ear, the latter having
been nearly doubled. Data concerning certain physiological and
morphological correlations have been taken, but these are not yet
ready for publication. Favorable reports have been received from
a number of practical growers to whom trial packages of this corn
were furnished last spring There will be several bushels available
for distribution during the present season to practical farmers and
gardeners who are residents of the State.

WHEAT

The reduction in freight rates on flour from the middle west to
Arizona points and the education of the public concerning the super-
ior qualities of flour made from hard wheat over that produced
from soft wheats have reacted very unfavorably upon the market
for Arizona grown grain. The reason for this is the inferior milling
qualities of the White Sonora and other varieties of wheat now grown
in this section. Unless, therefore, some productive and at the same
time good milling varieties can be found, or produced, and intro-
duced into Arizona, her wheat growing industry, which is now the
third in importance among the field crops, must suffer seriously.
To meet the demands of thjs problem, ten varieties of hard wheat
obtained from R. Mares in Algeria were planned at the Yuma Date
Orchard iti November,a 1910. After two years of testing^ it ^was
found that Certain of these varieties w€#e*v£ry promising both as to
yield and quality of grain proceed. All of Jji^m, however, were
badly mixed with .other i$iore ,orr]le$$ -inferior sorts., In 1$12 these

; over to the wn^r few? s%d^%nd thi purification of the
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best and most productive strains. A project was therefore organized
for the thorough investigation of the problem as it pertains to the
productiveness and quality of Arizona wheats. As foundation stock
for these investigations the ten Algerian wheats already grown at
the Station were augmented by nine other varieties secured in differ-
ent parts of the United States In December, 1912, mass selections
of the different types of seeds were separated out of the badly
mixed Algerian wheat and planted in small plots. Larger plots of the
Algerian wheat and of the seeds secured in the United States were also
grown In all there were 45 plots varying in size from a single row
88 feet long to as much as one-fifth acre. The total area of all the
plots was 1 45 acres and the total yield 4340 pounds of cleaned wheat.
This equals a yield of approximately 50 bushels per acre The best
yielding sort was a plot of macaroni wheat containing approximately
one-fifth acre which gave 745 pounds threshed gram, equivalent to
67 bushels per acre. The best yielding bread wheat produced 64
bushels per acre and the poorest 21 bushels per acre. Turkey Red
produced 37 bushels per acre. The specific gravity varied from 1.30
in Alaska Mummy wheat and 1.32 in some of the soft wheats to 1,41
in the better grades of macaroni and in the Turkey Red from seed
secured in Kansas Early Bart, a white bread wheat, also proved
to be of excellent quality giving a specific gravity as high as 1 40*

As a beginning in the biological analysis of fhz more promising
sorts and m order to secure pure races in sufficiently large quantities
for physiological, chemical and genetic studies, 685 head selections
were made from the various plots. These were planted December
18 to 22 m nursery rows ten inches apart, the grams being spaced
three inches in a row. Planting was done with a nursery-row machine
which was specially constructed for the purpose. With this machine
three men can plant 200 nursery rows of fifty hills each per day.

Of the old mass cultures of Algerian wheats oaly two varieties
have been retained. One of these, a macaroni wheat of excellent
quality and productiveness, is being increased for distribution next
year. Accordingly several plots, aggregating 1,3 acres* were planted
for" this purpose. Of this variety apprpximately 800 pounds hav$
been distributed during the present fall for s^ed^ng purposes. The
other Algerian wheat retained is aVed bjread w$teat of considerable
promise. Four-tenths of an jaqre of this ^ort has been planted fo,^
field test with equal plots of Turkey Re<| ̂ ,n4 C&lifomla Club. All of

The more Browsing jJpts m ,4*^ * * ^\ rrrf r.fi j» |?«^ir%4 # * i n v * * twr
from mass selected sew of tMe ptetioti& season were agg|$
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selected by picking only ripe heads that were true to the type.
These were carefully threshed by hand and planted in small increase
plots. In all there were seventeen of these plots which altogether*
make up approximately one acre of land. Including the pedigree
block of nursery rows and both blocks of increase plots, the wheat
breeding experiments occupy, during the present season, 3.88 acres..
This work is all located at the Yuma Date Orchard.

G. F. FRYMAN,
Plant Breeder*

J. C. Th. UPHOF,
Assistant Plant Breeder*



ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

SHEEP BREEDING

The sheep-breeding experiment has been carried on during the
year with increased promise, due to the general usefulness of sheep
on the irrigated farms in connection with Johnson grass control,
and to their hardiness on the range. A number of rams have been
sold for use in the large bands on the range, and the report of the use-
fulness of their offspring has been very good. One band of about
1,500 topped the Kansas City market again this year. There are
about 150 rams of our breeding, from 1-8 to 1-2 Tunis, in use in three
of the large sheep outfits, so there will be close to 10,000 lambs this
spring from that mating. In addition, a number of rams with sires
from the original band have been retained for breeding purposes.
Frequent inquiry for purchase of our excess rams indicates a decided
interest in an improved type for range conditions. All the ranis of
age for service have been sold this season, and one firm has asked for
more next year.

BREEDING, AGE, AND NUMBER OF EWES SELECTED FOR FURTHER

BREEDING, 1913.*

Breeding

Tr

T
s
i
T N
2 2

H3ST
J2 2

S N
2 2

TT N
. 2 4 4

Seven
years

old

1

-

Six
years
old

•

8

,.

Five
years
old

6

Four
years
old

1

..

16

5

4

Three
years
old

1

1

12

8

1

Two
years
old

1

3

1

7

2

1

One
year
old

1

1

2

1

Lamb

2

.,

Total

6

3

3

52

5

14

3

*Tae general plan of breeding is indicated in the accompanying* otttKne in which T^Tiania. N ""•Na-
tive, S^Shropstire.O*Oxford, H-Hampshire. The letters written one after ttetfttar (^¥ j In-

dicate a hybrid in which the percentages of blood of each breed are iwficKted by the figure* writ-
ten underneath, which are here taken as denominators of fractions* the numerators of whictt are
In each case one.
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SHN 
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2 2 2488 .. · . · . .. .. . . 
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1 1 1488 .. · . · . .. .. .. · . 
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2 "'i"sl6 16 , 
sa NTH .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. 1 
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--- ---------r-
Total 1 8 6 3. 27 31' 31 .2 180 . 
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A few 1:bjrd genep.tion ~wes lJ.av~ be~n ma.teli to .a Ratnb,ouiUet 
ram. In the fall of 1914 a much latger,n~mber ~l be available for 
the last ,cross, so that by t:\le fall, of )916 ~he ,proje~t wip. probably 
be nearing ~ts j:ontpletion .. ' 
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SHEEP GRAZING ON DITCHES INFESTED WITH JOHNSON GRASS

It is generally conceded that sheep are the natural scavengers
for weeds and grasses on Eastern farms and ranches. Their use in
this connection has not been general in the warm irrigated sections
of the Southwest, due, no doubt, to the unsatisfactory types of sheep
and the comparatively small areas of arable land The operation
of the larger holdings on the open range has also overshadowed to
some extent the possibilities of small bands of sheep on irrigated
farms.

With the advent of a more dependable supply of irrigating water
came Johnson grass in increasing quantities, more especially along
irrigating ditches, where it thrives on an excellent soil, composed
for the most part of silt, rotted leaves, weeds, and grasses. The soil
is generally loose and, in many instances, badly riddled with gopher
holes, more especially along the l<burro" type of ditch

The Experiment Station Farm near Phoenix has a number of
ditches paralleling the west line of the farm, and several others that
pass through the farm, together with the small head and waste
ditches. The expense of keeping the ditches clean and the vigilanc'e
required in checking the spread of Johnson grass attracted the
writer's attention to some economical method of keeping the grass
from spreading, and of eradicating the bunches that made their
appearance in the fields. During the spring of 1912 the supply
of sheej!> feed began to run short, and thus it seemed feasible to fence
and pasture several of these ditches, thereby supplying feed for the
sheep and holding the Johnson grass in check. All the ditches were
fenced with barbed wire and the sheep turned m with the result
that the grass was kept from seeding and the ditch banks were packed
more firmly, improving greatly the high type of ditch.

Early in the spring oi 1913, in cooperation with the U. S, Re-
clamation Service, 175 head of sheep were sent out on the laterals
undeir the car^ of two herders, wito held the sheep along tte ditches
during the ddy and corraled them at night. Sev^n and one-half
miles"fof laterals were giveti over to the experiment," but it soonfbe-
catme*0pparettt that the band was too small to told the Johnson grass
in check over the entire area. Consequently the rau,ge was reduced
td^Stve xnfte£* *Wd tttrbrdsf of 'weigte were iatW, so definite data
refe^v^tlrgaifcs diitrln| thit^erfod are not available, fenif if was af>-
parea£ftlfart:lfBfe sfreep^me(tfwfeii loriO1 days, w&ea^hey^ere re-
turned to the farm July 19 and^4B0*tod4&dt|t*wi%swlalfem odt Ylus
bunch of sheep did iiot do so well, due m> doubt to the coarse nature?
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of the feed and the exceedingly hot weather at that season, when
sheep prefer to graze during the cooler portions of the day and well
into the night. It might be well here to emphasize the need of cutting
all cockleburs before attempting to graze sheep on the ditches; for
burs easily find lodgment in the wool,—the evil effects of which are
obvious to all.

During the time from April 19 to October 12 the total cost of
herding this band along five miles of badly infested laterals was
$91.10 a mile according to observations made by theU. S.Reclamation
Service. The same two herders could have managed a band three
times as large and covered 15 miles of ditch, reducing the cost to-
$30.37 a mile. After the sheep had cleaned the banks of Johnson
grass the cost for further cleaning with clip scrapers and shovels
was $75.76 a mils, making a total cost of $106.13 per mile for the
year, which is less than half the former cost. The laterals were gone
over carefully July 29, by Prof. A. M. McOmie who found at least
one-third of the grass in a weakened condition. At a subsequent
inspection October 12, he found the roots of part of the grass seeming-
ly dead and practically all of it in a weakened condition.

At the end of the trial it can be said at least that the stand of
grass was lessened; the ditch banks were-well packed; the gopher holes
and gophers seemingly had disappeared; the sheep had been main-
tained; the expense of controlling the seeding of Johnson grass was
cut to a minimum; and the cost of ditch cleaning was decreased.

It is recommended that sheep be held on the ditches by fences
so ,̂s to permit their grazing during the seasonable portions of the day.
Resjtrictions of area should be made from time to time so that the
grass may be cropped closely. Barbed wire fences should not be
use,d, since they are not satisfactory for confining large numbers of
sheep in narrow fields. Such fences serve well to turn sheep when,
grazing is good, but it is difficult to keep them effective for holding
sheep .j This trial promises to give steep a place on well-kept farms
ax^to Assist with the control of Johnson grass and weeds along the
ditch banks.

#. W, WU,SQN»
Animal Husbandman,



ENTOMOLOGY

The harvester ant (Pogonomyrmex barbata var.) and tne alfalfa
seed chalcis fly (Brocophagus Junebris) nave been given especial at-
tention as experimental projects during the past year. In contin-
uance of investigations previously reported an effort has been made
to determine the practicability of utilizing carbon bisulfid for the
complete eradication of ant colonies by means of a single treatment.
The objection to even the best grades of London purple—treatment
with which material is ordinarily recommended—is that complete
eradication is seldom accomplished with a single treatment, and sys-
tematic and persistant attention is required for several weeks to
free the field from the pests. With sheet iron covers enclosing circular
areas four and ten feet in diameter, respectively, it was found that
a maximum dose of two ounces of carbon bisulfid, costing approxi*
mately one cent, completely eradicated the ant colony when the
ground was still quite wet following irrigation. With soil not suffi-
ciently moist the results were not dependable even with much larger
doses. Different types of covers made of different materials were
tested but none was found equal to the sheet metal. This, however,
proved too expensive, except where there are large areas to be treated,
a single cover for an ant colony covering a diameter of about ten
feet costing about ten dollars. In view of the great thoroughness
and expediency in securing results, the use of an outfit of ten or more
such covers by anyone interested in taking it up for contracting
work on a large scale is considered practicable.

The alfalfa seed chalcis fly, also known as the clover seed chalcis fly,
is one of the most destructive insect pests in Arizona, not only on ac-
count of what it destroys directly, but for its effect in deterring from
the attempt to make a seed crop many alfalfa growers who would
otherwise be interested. An investigation of this pest was started
in the spring of 1913, giving particular attention to learning the hiber-
nating habits,^the relation of bur clover to the insects1 early season
multiplication, and to methods of avoiding the injury to alfalfa seed.
Considerable information was acquired during the season, which, will
give a good basis for work in 1914. One field experiment was COG-
•ducted with a view to determining the practicability of a system
comparable to the use of a "trap crop.*' A border of about forty
feet all around a ten acre field was left unctit at the time of the
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second regular hay cutting (May 5). The remainder of the field was
cut and the hay stacked. The border was allowed to bloom and to
set seed which attracted the seed flies in the vicinity, being the only
alfalfa having seed available for the oviposition of the eggs. The
insects from the center of the field were also attracted to this bor-
der. Before the insects reached maturity the border crop was cut
and the hay removed from the field. The main crop of the field was
then in full bloom and setting a crop of seed, presumably protected
more or less by the border which had received a heavy infestation
and which it was hoped was exhausting the egg laying capabili-
ties of the bulk of adults of the second generation. While it is be-
lieved that the border actually afforded considerable protection, the
practical results may be said to be mostly negative. The crop
from the field averaged 210 pounds per acre, which was not more
than would be expected under ordinary conditions. The circum-
stances were extraordinarily unfavorable, however, inasmuch as a
nearby grain field infested with bur clover produced myriads of the
seed flies of the first brood. These spread over the surrounding
fields, including that used for the experiment, and to the casual ob-
server it might well have been considered strange that even so
large a crop of seed was obtained ia the field as reported above.

A. W. MORRILL,
Entomologist,



CHEMISTRY

Some of the most fundamental chemical problems in a semi-
arid country have been, and will continue to be, those relating to
the formation, concentration, and nature of injurious soluble com-
pounds in the soil. Uniform methods of determining alkali have
never been adopted officially for the routine analyses necessary in
soil studies; and, in fact, our investigations show that no two labor-
atories in the semi-arid states are using exactly the same method,
the variations in some cases being important. The chemists
have made a comparative study of these methods during the year.

The value of the soil and water analyses to the farmer. in the
newer communities of the State is attested by the ever increasing
demands for this service. In this connection an experiment, carried
out in the lower Gila Valley by private parties, with the cooperation
of ,the chemists, is of general interest; since the unfavorable results
may deter others from making similar attempts. The effort was
made to improve ihe quality of an abundant but salty water supply
by vigorous pumping. The well, which yielded heavily, was pumped
at the rate of 1000 to 1200 gallons a minute for some days. The
original analysis showed 814.6 parts of dissolved solids per 100,000
of which 575 parts were common salt. After several days* pumping
these figures were reduced to 755 and 513 respectively. After sev-
eral weeks* pumping the composition of the water became fairly con-
stant around 745 parts of solids and 500 parts of salt. The experi-
mental result conformed on the whole with what was expected.

The seventh annual complete analysis of the Salton Sea water
in cooperation with the Carnegie Desert Botanical Laboratory has
been made and a discussion of the results is presented as a part of
this report. The unusual climatic conditions experienced this year
have assisted materially in interpreting former observations on date
ripening, although the available material was greatly reduced, due
to the expediency of limiting the crop to allow the palms to recover
from the severe frost injury "of the previous winter.

SAtTON SBA WATER *

The sample for the seventh abuttal opiftjpfete qs&aLyste W&s tafcea
June 18, 1918* at %? <wtyal fec* ^Unrest of
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The results of the seven analyses are given for comparison in the
following table:

SEVEN COMPLETE ANALYSES OF THE SALTON SEA WATER

Total solids (at 110°
C , plus water of
occlusion and hy-
dration

Water of occlusion
and hydration .

Sodium, Na
Potassium K
Calcium, Ca .
Magnesium, Mg
Aluminum, Al
Iron, Fe
Manganese, Mn . . ,
Zinc, Zn
Lead Pb
Copper, Cu
Lithium LI
Chlorine Cl . . .
Sulphuric, SCU
Carbonic, COa

in total solids
Carbonic, COz total
Bicarbonic, HCOs..

volumetric
Silicic, SiO*. ......
Phosphoric, PO*,...
Nitric, NOs ,
Nitrous, NOz
Oxygen consumed ,
Boric acid. . . . . . . .

Total constituents

Parts in 100,000

June 3,
1907

364 80

111 05
2 30
9 95
6 43

.030

.005
none
none
none

trace
169.75
47.60

6.58

1.41
.009
.18

none
.093

355.39

May 25,
1908

437 20

134.26
2.78

11.87
7.63

.035

.006
none
none
none

.013
204.05
56.74

7.66

1.43
.011
.20

trace
.059

trace

426.74

June 8,
1909

519 40

17 50
160.33

3 24
12.70
8 96

.062

.010
none
none
none
trace

.017
240.90
65.87

7.34

1.59
.01

none
.0006
.068

trace

501.10

May 22,
1910

603 80

22 56
189 28

3 53
13 67
9 84

.040
008

none
none
none
trace

.021
280,93
76.36

6,38

1.55
.013

none
none

.045
trace

581.67

June 3.
1911

718.00

20 84
227 81

3 81
15 62
11.68

.089

.036
none
none
none
trace

.025
339.42
91.67

5.78

17,14
1.83

trace
none
&one

.063
trace

697.83

June 10, } June H»
1912 l'l!3

846 55 '

23.9
270.71

3.81 ,
17.28
13.62

.100

.042
none
none
none

395,44
106.83

12.09

16,85
1.79

trace
trace
none

.072
trace

1002 50

32 0
323. OH

;?> . 45
10.75
16 22

.125

.038
none
none
none

473.89
124.65

11.28

15.74
2,18

trace
none
none

.110
trace

During the 373 days from June 10,1912,to June 18,1913, the total
solids in Salton Sea water have increased from 846.55 parts to 1002.56
parts per 100,000, being an increase of 18.4 percent for the period*
When calculated for the year ending June 3, 1913, by the method
suggested in the Twenty-second Annual Report, the annual in-
crease becomes 17.7 percent against 17,5 percent for the year end-
ing Tune 3 ,1912, The Salton water may now be considered as one
percent briije.|U
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Calcium, again, showed a marked decrease, having concentrated
only 14.5 percent, and some additional calcium undoubtedly was
brought into the sink by drainage. The total carbon dioxide, as
also the bicarbonic radicle, shows a less concentration than in 1912.
The decrease in carbon dioxide is slightly greater than required by
the decrease in calcium, as shown by analysis. This may be due to
drainage water carrying salts other than bicarbonate.

The most interesting feature brought out by this year's analysis
is the rapidly increasing rate at which potassium is disappearing.
It became apparent in 1912 that the ratio of potassium to sodium
and to total solids was decreasing rapidly, the number of parts per
100,000 in 1912 having remained the same as in 1911. The analysis
this year shows less potassium than in 1913, although sodium has
increased 19.3 percent. The ratio of potassium to sodium and to
total solids during the seven years that the Salton water has been
analyzed is traced in the following table:

ANNUAL RATIOS Otf POTASSIUM TO SODIUM AND TO TOTAL SOLIDS IN
SALTON SBA WATER

Year

1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

Potassium

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sodium

48.3
48.3
49 5
53 6
59 8
71.1
94.0

T6tal solids

158
157
160
171
188
222
288

STUDY OF METHODS USED IN ALKALI DETERMINATIONS

The importance of alkali determinations in soil has suggested
the desirability of collecting the methods in general use and comparing
them. The necessity for such study became more apparent from the
fact that some investigators were reporting black alkali, far in excess
of the limit usually accepted as that of tolerance by most economic
crops, in the presence of very large amounts of gypsum, a result
which could Hot' be obtained by methods in use kat other stations.
As a further result of the lack of standard methods for alkali ^ter-
mination* 3. £oil sent to this laboratory and accompanied by a repott,
evidently gi^en by some commercial laboratdryt was stated to cote-
tain sodium carbonate 0,074 percent and sodhuo, ^jfcafe ill 5
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cent. We found sodium carbonate none, sodium sulphate 0.223
percent and hydrated calcium sulphate (gypsum) over 20 percent.
The first result was probably obtained by digesting a large amount
of soil with water containing carbon dioxide. An aliquot titrated
with standard acid and methyl orange would show some alkalinity,
which the chemist evidently has reported as black alkali. Sulphate
was probably determined in a second aliquot and calculated as sodium
sulphate.

The methods examined may be summarized as follows:

A; Solution; 150 grams soil, 300 c. c. water, shaken and allowed to stand
12 hrs. 50 c. c of soil filtrate, evaporated to dryness and ignited gently. Resi-
due dissolved in 40 c.c. water. Alkalinity; 10 c c. of filtrate from total solids
diluted, titrated with standard acid, indicator methyl orange. Results stated
as NauCCb.

B. Solution; 60 grams soil, 300 c.c. water, shaken occasionally for 12 to
24 hrs. Alkalinity; 100 c.c. solution used, slight excess standard acid added,
boiled to remove COs, titrated back with standard alkali, indicator phenol-
phthalein. Results stated as NaaCOa.

C. Solution; 100 grams soil, 500 c.c. water, shaken 3 min. and allowed to
stand 20 min. Alkalinity; (a) carbonate; 25 c.c solution in Nessler's jar, 25
c.c. water in comparison tube, phenolphthalein added, pink indicates normal
carbonate, titrated with standard KHSO*. (b) Bicarbonate; methyl orange
added and titration with standard KHSQ* continued.

D. Solution; 200 grams soil, 1000 c.c. water, shaken occasionally for 2
hrs. Alkalinity; 100 c.c. solution titrated with N/50 HC1, indicator methyl
orange. Results stated as calcium carbonate parts per million.

B, Solution; 50 grams soil, 500 c.c. water, shaken and allowed to stand
over night. Alkalinity; an aliquot of the solution titrated with N/20 KHSO*
using phenolphthalein. Results reported as NasCOa. Titration continued
using methyl orange. The HCOs, equivalent to the calcium, is calculated and
deducted. The remaining HCO* is assigned to Mg and any excess is finally
reported as NaHCCh.

F. Solution; 50 grams soil, 500 ex. water shaken at intervals for 24 hrs.
Alkalinity; an aliquot titrated with N/30 H2SC>4. Result stated as NasCOs.

G, Arizona method. Solution; 50 grams soil, 1000 c.c. water, heated on water
bath in 1000 c.c. flask with about 800 c.c. water for 10 hrs., cooled, filled to mark
tod allowed to stand over night. (When the soil contains much gypsum, less
must be used. With tbe 20 per cent gypsuarsoil cited above maximum results were
not obtained until the sample had been reduced to one-eighth (6,25 grams to*
1000 c.c, water). Filtered by suction through a Pasteur-Chamberlain "F"
filter. Alk&tinity or excess of sulphates and chlorides of alkaline earths; 50 c.c,
filtrate evaporated in nickel dish with 25 c.c. N/25 Na3COs, transferred to 100
c.c. graduated £a$k with COa free water, allowed to settle and 50 c.c. removed
with a pipette. Titrated as in Helmer's determination of permanent hardness,
using N/25 HaSO^ indicator erythrosine and chloroform. A neutral soil
requires 12,$ c,c. N/25 BCsSO*; a black alkaline soil more than 12.5 c.c.; a soil

solfcbta c^cjitUR QIT magnesium salts less than 12.5 c.c.
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The soils used in comparing these methods were: No 5258, a
strongly black alkaline soil from University of Arizona farm; No.
5259, a moderately black alkaline soil from Santa Cruz Valley, No.
5260, a gypsum soil from Santa Cruz Valley. The results obtained
are given in the accompanying table, " t

The comparison shows that tl?.e Arizona method gives notably
higher results in all determinations except the chlorides Tjtis is
especially true for black alkali, and we have found that it requires
a fairly large proportion of water to soil, and long Digestion to reach
a maximum extraction of soluble solids Direct titration of the soil
filtrate with methyl orange as indicator may show black alkali in
a strongly gypsum soil, and the percentage would increase with tfie
COg in the water used in making the solution.

STUDIES WITH THE DATE

The date crop for 1913 was materially reduce,^ in part by
severe freeze of the previous winter, in part by its being the light-
bearing year for the Rhars variety, which predominates m the o^ch-
ard. The early-blooming buds showed marked frost injury, ap^l the
vitality of the palms has been reduced, although vejy few have been
lost. As a protection to the palms a la^rge part of the crop was
removed. The seedling palm at Tucson, wifch withstood & fin^l
minimum of 5.5° P. after two unusually cold nights, was killed back
as far as could be seen on inspection, but with tb^ ad>vent^of warm5

weather, it put out a new crown, bore twelve blossoms, i&ojt 9! wliic^L
were uninjured, and was allowed to mature from 75. to 100 pounds of
fruit. The stunted interior of the crowny however, sho^s a drain
on the palm's vitality. In spite of the light crop the gr<?ss returns
from the Tempe orchard were $860.00, over half oiwMch wou^4 have
been lost without the«methods 06 handling installed ,th§ PT^viP^
year. The facilities at the packing* house were greatly improved
by the installation of a small steaim boiler fqr heating t£$ dryipg
cbambe1- - The unusually dry fall, however, rendered, 4artiftcial dry-
ing unnecessary.

The dry, ^rarni fair has affofdddlhfe opportunity of distinguish-*
ing more cl^afljr between *sj?ontanecras^fterHti^eMng and tra© avtih
ficial ripeMn*g,"4as"has b^n pointed out by1:0afe writer in Arizona
Station Bulletin *66, p'age 426* As ^afl^a^ 1906 in the Seventeenth
AiutfUal Report of this Station, page 165/attention w&s-calkd to the
artificial ripening of Degl&t^Nodr dates by the ctotr&l ef temperature
aaad moisture conditions, and the fact was then emphasized that al-
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very immature dates could be so ripened, the quality of the
from such dates was poor. In the Botanical Gazette of the

year, Vol. 43, pages 402 and 403, further details of the pro-
. were given, and the optimum for artificial ripening by heat was

45 to 50° C. In these investigations, as well as in subsequent
with chemical methods, artificial ripening has been understood

tfto apply in particular to fruits that were not susceptible to sponta-
n^&US ripening, either because they were too immature to ripen at low
temperatures or because they molded or rotted before such ripening

place. In fact spontaneous ripening with Deglet Noors and
varieties is a hindrance to experimental work and requires-

use of checks in which only the condition under observation is
In 1912 Deglet Noor dates from the Tempe orchard molded

24 to 48 hours at room temperature, even wJtien exposed to-
. thin layers, although the more mature ones ripened at higher

temperatures. During the past season the conditions were reversed,
3Hfft those that matured early required some supplemental moisture
tR> finish them into soft dates. Later, after a short rainy period,

Noors required further drying after heat ripening before they
be packed without loss by souring.

The rot that usually attacks the Deglet Noor in Salt River
in its immature stages, before artificial ripening will produce

% marketable fruit, was almost entirely absent this year; thus nearly
entire crop was saved. The Ascherasi date, which matured

as the accumulation of solid matter in the fruit is concerned,
ripened by Mr. Simmons at a very high temperature (about

* F.) into a very good date.
The employment of carbon dioxide in artificial ripening and the

Iffpits in its use seem to require closer definition at this time. We
cfeiipt recommend carbon dioxide treatment for all varieties of dates,
^ift&e the Deglet Noor, for example, shows little or no advantage
ff&m the treatment. Its indiscriminate use will prove wasteful. How-

*,,we have found repeatedly that certain varieties, such as RJiars,
; ef tladjf,4 the Seedling on the University Campus and probably
ftiefi ritSa^lfe ripened tiitch more rapidly and at much lower

(usually room temperatures) after carbon dioxide treat-
so produced will retain exactly

fruit, provided, of course,
After the fruit is ripened we

^^" A i t%l i^^cS«7$ l > ^ . £&r trip or three Junra to
If tin*

Aftft M* foul Vit km ««k
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sterilization and will require further drying to insure keeping Frtilts
that show the slightest indications of ripening do not require carte5ti
dioxide treatment, although some varieties that ripen very unevenly
may be treated advantageously; for example, Rogina. In 1912 btfih
Rhars and Birket el Hadji dates that showed aboslutely no signs*iff
ripening were processed and put on the market in less than 48 hoiffcs
in good condition without heating them above 100° F. until 4hfe
sterilization process. To have obtained the same result from the s&rttfe
stock without carbon dioxide treatment would have required eiilMr
higher temperature with consequent injury to the aroma, Or%
much longer time with increased packing house space and gre^tsfr
loss from mold, souring, and final failure of very immature fruits
to ripen.

A. E. VINSON,
Biochemist,

C. N. CATLIN,
Assistant CheMMt



IRRIGATION INVESTIGATIONS

SULPHUR SPRING VALLEY

In the Twenty-third Annual Report* of this Station was a brief
digest of the hydrography of Sulphur Spring Valley; and a plan for
developing the excellent groundwater supply along the trough of the
Valley was sketched.

BUriiig ths past year two more wells of the same type have been
put down through the cooperation of the Experiment Station and
the farmers. They are of the same type as those described in the
above-mentioned Report. The Turvey well was necessitated by
peculiar and tl&usual conditions. There was an ample water supply
for the ranch through a deep drilled well, but the water was exceed-
ingly black alkaline and injurious to the land and crops. The water
of the first stratum, however, was much better in quality and the
owner wished to abandon the deep well. The reinforced concrete
caisson curb proved to be well adapted to the purpose, and the yield
of the shallow "first water" well is equal m amount to that of the
deep well which now has been abandoned.

The second caisson was sunk on the ranch of P, H, Hanigan.
A meagre supply had been obtained previously from a stratum 80
feet below the surface through a small drilled hole. The writers
guaranteed a definite increase in the discharge if a caisson were
sunk to the 80-foot stratum. Since the well is situated several miles
away from the trough of the valley, the water table is of considerable
depth,—59 feet, so the question of applicability of caisson wells to
the great areas of the Mule Mountain and the Swisshelm slopes was
involved in this test case. Several modifications of the usual pro-
cedure were required, and the hoisting became of relatively greater
importance. The construction equipment was increased by the pur-
chase of a three-inch vertical centrifugal sinking pump. This pump
with the four-foot caisson forms and the two-horse power hoisting en-
gine now constitute the Station's deep well outfit. The total failure of
purely dry-farming methods in the south end of the Valley in 1913
undoubtedly will induce more ranchers to sin caisson curbs.

*Aja«. A«r Exp. S%&, 23rd. Aim. Upt (1012) p. 707* — — • •
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The success of the Van Meter and Robb wells has been demon-
strated this year, but not to the extent that was easily possible.
As the writers have maintained constantly, the valley irrigating
projects should be operated as composite farms, in which each
leaser has from three to twenty acres, and the land should be devoted
to high priced crops.

The largest mountainous watershed debouching into the Valley
is that of Leslie Canyon. A submerged and diversion dam of con-
crete has been built recently at a site which is suitable also for the
construction of a high storage dam. The writers assisted in the pre-
liminary work and in the design of the submerged dam.

WATER SUPPLY IN THE VICINITY OF TUCSON

Some investigations have been carried on respecting the ground-
water supply available in the Santa Cruz Valley. On account of
the extensive development of groundwaters along the river and the
possibility of a serious overdraught on the supply, these investiga-
tions may be of value in the final adjustment of pumping operations
to the limiting physical conditions.

The discharge of Sabino Canyon was measured by means of a
weir and a nilometer (self-registering clock device) during the period
from June, 1903 to June, 1912. The Station cooperated in this work
to a considerable extent, but owing to private interests involved,
it has not been possible to publish the records hitherto. The records
for the first year have been lost, but the discharge during that year
was very low. The discharge in acre-feet and in millions of gallons
from June, 1904 are as follows

SURFACE DISCHARGE FROM SABiNO CANYON

PW& ,«.„.», „„„„„ -.,.. _. „ .,„ , - „ p -,.. — ,,_ -

19£H4, July- December
1^05
1906
1007
1908 l

1909
1̂ -19
wn
1912, January-June

Atefage yeartjr,

Acre-feet

793
46108
14758
17960
15477
10356
2906
8750
5880

15374

Millions of gals

259
15050
4820
5865
5050
3380
950

2859
1920

5019
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The remarkable disparity between the discharges of such years
as 1904 and 1910 and those of 1905 and 1907, together with the fact
that there is a tendency for severs! lea-i years to come together,
necessitates much greater storage capacity for a reservoir project
than would be the case if the rainfall, and hence the runoff, were
more evenly distributed. However, the available supply is suffi-
ciently large that, considering the otLcr determining factors, which
are exceedingly favorable,—the project is a feasible one and is sure
to be developed, either by the City of Tucson or by private capital,
within the next few years.

WATER SUPPLY IN THE VICINITY OF HIGLEY

A preliminary groundwater survey in the Higley district was
conducted in the spring of 1913, all the more easily accomplished
features of the investigation being performed. The water table
was surveyed and mapped, the wells at the various pumping plants
were tested to determine their specific capacity, and a reconnoissance
was made to examine the possible groundwater inflow from other
watersheds.

GASOLINE ENGINE TROUBLES

A bulletin has been issaed under the above caption. Besides
the scheme for dealing witn engine troubles in a systematic way, the
bulletin presents also, ttuu y other matters pertinent to the care and
operation of internal-combustion engines.

OIL ENGINES

One of the questions which now confront pump irrigators and
other farmers who use mechanical power is what will replace the
gasoline engine now in common use. The demand for gasoline is
increasing rapidly; the production is not increasing appreciably.
Not many years ago the refineries were at a loss to know how to
dispose of their gasoLne; now they cannot supply the demand.

While the crude petroleum oils contain but a small percent of
gasoline, they contain a much larger quantity of lower grade distill-
ates of from 26° to 45° Beauine. These distillates are coming into
the market from tue various refineries under new trade names and
at relatively low prices. Heaitfy &U the gasoline engine manufac-
turers are preparing to i&afoe en$ii|e$ to bum the cheaper oils, or
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have already placed such engines on the market. Some of the new
engines are well-built and giving excellent service; some of them are
revealing faulty design and unsatisfactory foundry and machine
construction. At the present time scores of these engines are being
bought by ranchers m Arizona, and the ranchers have absolutely
no basis on which to form a judgment of the engines that are offered
for sale. Some disinterested technical comparative estimate of oil
engines is an evident necessity, and this Station is endeavoring to
publish such an estimate at the earliest possible moment. All the
oil engines so far installed have been watched to obtain data on their
merits and demerits, tests have been made on a number of engines
to determine their fuel economy, speed regulation, capacity, and
other factors affecting their operation, under field conditions. The
field work is nearly completed and the bulletin will be published very
soon.

PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE

The present custom of buying distillate and fuel oil by the barrel
is wasteful in many ways. Each irrigator in the pumping districts
should have a tank holding 2000 or 3000 gallons, set in a dug pit
close to his engine house. Three or four farmers then can combine
to order their oil in carload lots m advance of the irrigating season.
An ideal material for these tanks will be concrete, provided that it
can be made oil tight. Tanks have been observed recently that hold
the oil successfully; while others, after being filled with oil, have lost
it all quite rapidly by percolation. A series of tests has been started
therefore, to study the oil-tightness, and incidentally the water-
tightness, of concrete.

SLOPE OF THE LAND IN BORDER IRRIGATION

The border method of irrigation which is growing in favor in
other states has been used in Arizona almost exclusively for many
years. There has been some diversity of opinion, however, regard-
ing the proper slope to be given the lands. Some irrigators lay out
the borders in the direction of the steepest slope so as to get as much
fall as possible. Others build their borders at right angles to the
slope, and grade the lands nearly or quite level from end to end.
It has always seemed reasonable to the authors that the lands need
considerable fait* but it appeared to be necessary to carry on some

to demonstrate this point.
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Three lands were selected for trials, all in the vicinity of Tucson.
One of the lands was level, one had a slight fall, and the third had a
faE of two inches per 100 feet. Soil samples were taken to a depth
of eight feet and moisture determinations were made just before the
fields were irrigated and again just after the irrigation. It was found
in all cases that the slope was insufficient to give a uniform distribu-
tion of water under the given conditions of irrigating head and size
of the lands. In two of the three cases the head ends of the lands
contained more water before the irrigation than the far ends contained
after the irrigation. This demonstrated that either the far ends
were getting top little water, or that much water was being wasted
on the head ends. The latter condition was the true one. One of
the causes for the IQW duty of water in parts of Arizona is the exceed-
ingly uneven distribution of the water over the n>14- It should not
be presumed from the above that the same degree of slope is the
best everywhere. The efficiency of the irrigation is a composite
function of the charagter of the .soil, the width and length of the lands,
the size of the irrigating head, and the slope. Under ordinary con-
ditions it is be^t to run the borders down th^ steepest slppe^ot nearly
so/ and thus reduce t^ie ^0^0^grading the Jand tq a minimum, and
then to adjust tie w/i$th and length of the lapds to the head pf water,

effects of siilts in riv^r irrigating waters tnu^t be considered,
sijts tend ,to settle out at t^e h^gd ends of the

making thosej epds more impervious to water tjipi the lower
Thega deposits, (ajtsq, produce a slqpe length wise of the land.

The tightening ^ffe^t^of th§ silt-blajafeet l ̂ st be counteracted so
far as possible by thfy varipus methpds of cultivation In use.

i The ampumt of desirable atope^s ipflijenced further by th^ kind
of crop, alfalfa requiring more than crops which ar^ irrigated be-
tween rows But with clear or moderately clear water lands should
never be gtadQcJi entirely jl£v$l.

DRVEkQPWiNT Q-p ^r^TER AT UNIV^RSIJTY FARM

The 4w§lo§m^nt ojE^tbe w^ter ^npply ̂  the Diversity Farm
(tev^yed i^pon^ the irfigatim ^ngineefr , T îe ^rlf^^l y^e^l, a

mwfeced^cQiwptei^isspn^ was^wj^ In p.909;U^^ speci^cations.
In J911 |>wp »74npl| jf^yx»,we?5e lirilledl in.jtjjye bottom jml ther^irfd
w^$4Bjor^a^d i|h^ret|y Jp t^e4u]J /opacity pf 4 5-in^^h, pump, During
tihe p^$| y^ar ne^ pqmgAiag machinery has,heeni^i;chafsed,tP replace

» of
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was based on comparative tests of it with other engines, and the
pump was purchased with specifications containing a bonus-and-
penalty clause.

GOOD ROADS

The interest of the agricultural population in good roads, though
less apparent sometimes, is vastly greater than that of other classes
of people. Moreover* it is an engineering problem. Consequently,
the construction and maintenance of country roads have been given
as much time and study as possible during the past year. A brochure
on the subject was published as Timely Hint No, 98, and the subject
was featured in the Farmers' Institute work throughout the State.
The main points on which emphasis has been place$ are: the im~
po^tance of drainage, the; use of concrete, in preference to timber
and corrugated iron, for culverts; the &eed for increased use of fpur-
wheeled scraping graders; preference for well-kept narr9w rop,ds
rather than wide neglected joaes, the desirability jandi efficiency
of drags, especially the light weight split-log drag, fpr road mafin-
tenance; the advantages of cpoperation between qounty supervisors
and farmers or *fa»ruiers' »club$ in the matter of dragging; the suita-
bility .of the concrete road for the more important highways $Jf Ari-
zona, especially aloiig rf^er bottomlands, wftere tj^e* soil does not have
the excellent cementing qualities of the beijchla^d soi,ls.

£. $., P, SMITH|
Irrigation

A. I/. I^NG^R^
Assistant



AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

At the outset of her history as a State, Arizona finds herself m
possession of a complete scheme of agricultural education, comprising
academic courses of study in high schools, normal schools, and the
State University; and extension methods of instruction, including
a well equipped Demonstration Train operating over the railroads
of the State, a Farmers' Short Course of instruction for two weeks
each year at the University, and Farmers* Institutes held in outlying
towns, or for the discussion of special subjects in interested localities.

In addition to these formal methods of giving agricultural train-
ing and imparting agricultural information, advisory relations are
maintained through correspondence between members of the Experi-
ment Station Staff and numerous individual farmers; and through
farm management service now being organized for the purpose of
giving the applicant for information the specific advice he needs, in
conference with him on his own ground,

In addition to the State agencies maintained above, several of the
Federal Departments, also, reach and benefit agricultural interests
through various channels. Among these agencies are the U* S.
Forest Service, which administers about 13,000,000 acres of National
Forests in connection with the cattle aad sheep industries; the U. S.
Reclamation Service, which seeks through officers appointed for the
purpose, to secure economical use of water and improve agricultural
practice within the several projects; and the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, which, through its agents and its publications, seeks to
work out selected problems in agriculture and diffuse knowledge of
the results obtained among those needing it.

ACADEMIC COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

Under the Vocational Pursuits High School Law passed by the
First State Legislature, a grant not to exceed $2,500 per annum is
available to each high school that provides an equal amount of money,
and facilities for the teaching of courses in agriculture, mining,
manual training or domestic science, according to this law. Agri-
cultural courses halve been established in the high schools at Phoenix,
Mesa, and Gleadale, Arizona, while the high schools at Liberty,
Yutfia, and WJlcox are also making provisions therefor.

Tte normal sckoofe at T«»^e and flaptaff, Arizoma, which
afeo cow ua<kr *e &$+$#&& of fftte tew, have estoblilied
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in agriculture, and m time will, without doubt, exert a large influence
upon Southwestern farm practice through their numerous teaching
graduates.

Continuing with the work of last year, the University has ex-
tended and improved its facilities for advanced instruction in agri-
culture. The teaching staff has been increased to five persons,
drawn from the Experiment Station personnel,and the courses offered
have been correspondingly specialized. The University Farm equip-
ment has been improved by the erection of three new buildings—a
machinery shed and two workmen's cottages, additions to the dairy
herd, costing about $2,400 have been made; twelve acres of new land
are being leveled and seeded to forage crops for the dairy herd, and
new teams and machinery have been purchased. The problem of
communication between the farm and the campus,which is 3.4 miles
distant, has been solved by means of Ford automobiles. One of these
has been installed as a milk wagon for the purpose of delivering
surplus product from the farm to consumers, and another is used
for transporting classes in stock judging, farm management, etc.,
to and from the farm. As required, additional units can be added
to this equipment so tjtiat the distance between the farm and the
college buildings is now of no more concern than the distances ordi-
narily existing between various points on any large campus.

The number of two-year and four-year students thus far (Decem-
ber, 1913)enrolled for the year 1913-14 is 28 in addition to whica there
are four students, enrolled in other courses, attending one or more
classes in agriculture. Twelve classes are being held the first semester
with an enrollment of 92, including 16 students taking landscape gar-
dening. One four-year course graduate, Mr. Lyman D. La Tourette,
was the first to graduate from the full course in agriculture, and is
now doing povst graduate work in the Agricultural College at Manhat-
tan, Kansas. It has proved difficult, thus far, to induce students
in agriculture to maintain themselves regularly in their courses, but
this difficulty is a general one experienced in most of the agricultural
colleges of the country.

A demand for teaching graduates has become evident in the
course of the year, no less than five unfilled requests for teachers
having been received within that time. An effort is contemplated
by which a limited number of fellowships may be established, suffi-
cient to pay living expenses of graduates from other colleges for a
brief period of tiijie, in order to make them acquainted with the out-
lines of Southwestern Agriculture with a view to satisfying this de-
mand for
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EXTENSION WORK

The regular program of extension work includes *
1. The Demonstration Tram,which covers railroad lines through-

out the State between the close of the State Pair and Christmas.
2. The Farmers' Short Course, which is held at the University

for two weeks in January.
3. Farmers' Institutes, as arranged for during the rest of the

winter season.
The Demonstration Train was increased from two to four cars

for its second trip, and the character of the exhibits was made more
distinctly educational, each exhibit conveying so^ne definite lesson to
the stucjious observer The four cars contained live ^tock, machi-
nery and agricultural and horticultural materials, with charts, illus-
tration^ and models, conveying useful impressions to large numbers
of people,, anfi carrying definite lessons to the more thoughtful and
observant minority. The effect of the Demonstration Tram may be
illustrated by the single instance of a community in Graham County
where a creamery had been staited, receiving only moderate pat-
ronage, Following the visit of the train last year and lectures given
upon dairying, a considerable number of fine cows were brought into
the localit}", the production of milk and cream increased^ and the
creamery one year later was found in much more thriving operation.

The best results with Demonstration Train and Farmers' In-
(stitute work are undoubtedly secured in small country towns in new
^districts, where the people, feeling themselves under strange condi-,
tions and the necessity of acquiring new knowledge, are eager to
receive the help which our lecturers are equally eager to render.
The largest patrons of the Farmers* tShort Course at the University
are, likewise, these same outlying rural Communities in which other
advantages are not easily ayailable,

The Farmer^ Shor^ Course, February 10 to 22, during which lec-
tures were offered on the University campus for the benefit of those,
farmers who could spare the time to attend, was unexpectedly suc-
cessful for tjhe first effort. Seveijity^seven farmers from all over Ari-
zona, and visitors from other states in the Union availed themselves

•» « * 1 | I-, l| I » T I

of t|î  opportunity tg profit frotp. 1;h.e exp^rfen^e and observations
of^jthe {a^ci|ltjirai straff aloj^j" lfw$ of agrictalttire, borticiilture,*
irrigation, ̂ lant ^seases^farm^ipacjii^ery, insect pe§t$» soil culture*
dairpn£ ^jid ^d|ed[^$ub]ec^s» ^fihuring ^be course forty^-five lee-
tugps^jjjerp,I^^Jjlj,w^ w a1^^ditioet <|f 1944* tfiit evening^*
occupied wiAt^iliiistratedl lectures and by'entcart^menits, t]bM|
tendance at theae aggregating afcottt 460.
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The expense of attending the course was found to be small,
rooms having been furnished without charge, and meals at a nominal
cost at the dining hall upon the grounds. Railway fares for out of
town students in the course were, in fact, the chief item of expense,
and this will be reduced co one and one-tnird fares when fifty certi-
ficates of attendance are obtained and countersigned at Tucson.

Farmers' Institutes have been continued oil the established
plan of former years and are reported upon in subsequent pages.
Farmers' Institutes apply especially to remote localities in Arizona
which cannot be reached by the Demonstration Train, or which re-
quire a meeting for the discussion of some special local problem.

ADVISORY RELATIONS

A heavy correspondence is maintained by the members of the
Station Staff with numerous applicants for information relating not
only to general Southwestern agriculture, but to numerous specific
problems encouAltered by our farmers in the course of daily practice.
Taking up the new development in eastern states of bureaus for the
purpose of giving personal advice in farm management, this work is
also being organized here in charge of Professor Stanley F. Morse,
who has had wide experience as an agricultural adviser in the South-
ern states and Mexico; and a portion of the funds set aside for
extension work will be applied thereto, more particularly at the clftse
of the Farmers* Institute season.

In its outlines the scheme of educational service in agriculture
described above is conprehensive, providing for more or less thorough
agricultural training, according to the time and needs of the indi-
vidual, and meeting the needs for information of all classes and con-
ditions of agricultural people. Further improvement is to be ex-
pected less in the extension of the scheme than in more thorough
administration of details.

The American farmer, indeed, is especially favored over even
his European brethren by the facilities afforded him for advice and
help in the practice of agriculture. It is natural that the people 'at
large should freely grant these advantages, inasmuch as all mankind
is vitally concerned in the success of those who create the food sftrpu

ply. While this feeling is world wide, however, it has'iibwherfe elsfe
been so successfully and elaborately expressed in thfe forrii bf
tional facilities and extension agencies, the object of Whicfi. ig(tc*
agricultural knowledge to full fruition* <k kmferican fatthS.
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FARMERS' INSTITUTES

The greater part cf the appropriation for this work was used
in conducting the first Farmers' Demonstration Train over the
State. Regular one day institutes were held, however, throughout
the Verde Valley, and at Palo Verde in Salt River Valley. Besides
these the first annual fair and institute of the Maricopa County
Farmers' Institute, and one other meeting of twro sessions by the
same organization, were held at Phoenix. These, with the first Farm-
ers' Short Course at the University, constituted the year's work.

THE DEMONSTRATION TRAIN

The benefit derived from this means of instruction varies with
the manner in which it is carried out. All extension work should be
based on the principle that the instruction given has accomplished
its purpose only when the lesson taught finds immediate application
in the everyday practice of those instructed. This means of dis-
seminating knowledge then becomes truly powerful. In just what
manner a demonstration train should be conducted to accomplish
this end is a question. The writer believes, however, that the ten-
dency of these trains is too often toward superficiality, chiefly be-
because too many stops are made in one day. If the exhibits and
lectures cover more than one line of farming, it is not possible for the
farmer to get the lesson intended for him without spending consider-
able time studying the material and in asking questions. Personal
contact with the workers also figures strongly in impressing them with
whatever instruction is given. This is impossible with a brief stop.
Further, the lecturers should be given sufficient time to develop their
subjects properly, which usually requires thirty minutes or more,
and, if questions are asked, additional time is necessary. Mainly
for these three reasons—time to study exhibition material, time to
become acquainted with the staff,and time to develop lecture material
properly, the train stopped twenty ~f our hours in each town visited.

Another consideration that affects the amount of good accom-
plished by demonstration trains is the equipment* This, of course,
should be commensurate with the money available for the work and
needs of our rural public, 3p^ci&l crews with extensive equipment
throughout are unnecessary and, too costly for our comparatively
small and widely scattered farming population* In many sections
of the State, also,, the sy$teqp, of agtioxltuafe best suited to the section
is jfjfctte understood bv the &&&&& stace tiie <xnfaLtr^ is mew wA t&e
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farmers unacquainted with the prevailing conditions. These facts
compel us to demonstrate fundamental and general principles. Cer-
tain sections are beginning to specialize in dairying and fruit grow-
ing, and for these, specialized instruction is given. To correlate the
equipment with the funds available and with the general farming
conditions, opily two cars were run, and these were carried by the
regularly scheduled passenger trains.

The car used for chart and produce exhibits was a sixty-foot
baggage coach with ample clear space for the convenient arrange-
ment of material. The car for livestock was a palace baggage horse
coach especially suited for the purpose. These were supplied by the
Santa Fe Railroad Company. The first car was laid off into sec-
tions which were devoted to one special subject: For example, a
section of twenty feet along one side was used to display farm pro-
ducts, with explanatory charts giving yield and similar information;
another section was devoted to the insect pests most troublesome to
all classes of farmers; a third presented plant breeding results with
alfalfa and corn; a fourth furnished data on gravity and pump irri-
gation.

The second car contained live stock, farm machinery, road
drags, cream separators, Babcock milk testers, sanitary churns, milk
pcils and other dairy equipment. The livestock carried consisted
of one Jersey cow from the University herd, one Holstein heifer from
Renaud's herd, and an exhibit of Rhode Island Red chickens. The
machinery was chosen to show the approved types of implements
for the different operations in seed-bed preparation, crop cultivation,
and harvesting. The good-roads propaganda was represented by a
King road drag and concrete culvert models. The dairy cow and
the dairy equipments were used as illustrative material for the lec-
tures on that subject.

The schedule was so arranged that the cars could be opened at
9:30 A. M. From 9:30 until 11 :QO A. M. was set apart for the school
children of the town and vicinity to pass through the cars. They
were always accompanied by their teachers, and as much instruction
as time would allow was given them by the staff. At 11 00 a lecture
on dairying was delivered with the cow on the platform as illustra-
tive material. From 12 00 until 2:00 P. M. the cars were opened for
the general public, being closed again at 2:00 P. M., when lectures
on good roads and on insect pests were given, after which they re-
mained open until 5:00 P. M. In the evening at 7:30 three lectures

given varying in subject matter to meet the local nTeeds, at
pp$ of which im ijtes^ted with
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Free transportation of staff and cars was furnished by the Santa
Fe, the Southern Pacific, and the 151 Paso and Southwestern rail-
roads, without which the tram could not have been conducted.
Each line also sent an official with the cars, which added greatly to
the efficiency and comfort of the expedition Stops were made m
twenty-seven towns, with a total attendance of 28,000, about forty
percent of this number being school children The lectures on
selected subjects appropriate to the different communities were de-
livered by the following speakers: O. C. Bartlett, L. Tv. Bates, R. W.
Clothier, A. I/. Enger, R. H. Forbes, G. F Freeman, A. M. McOmie,
A. W. Mornll, B. G. Porter, G. E. P. Smith, J. D Tinsley, A. H
Wilde, and Chas. F. Willis.

The complete schedule of the first Farmers' Demonstration
Train, showing also the number of lectures delivered and the total
attendance upon the train is given in the accompanying table.

SCHEDULE O# THE FIRST FARMERS' DEMONSTRATION TRAIN, 1912.

Bate

Nov. 18
" 19

k " 20
I " 20
L " 21

" 22
" 23
" 25
" 26
" 27

Bee. 2
" 4
" 5
<t 7i

Station

Phoenix
Glendale
Skull Valley
Wickenburg
Prescott
Ash Fork
Williams
Flagstaff
Holbrook
Winslow
Buckeye
Tempe
Mesa
Wi tnciX, LJLJLUa,

Lec-
tures

8
8
5
1
6

none
8
8
8

none
6
6
7

Attend-
ance

1,750
1,000

150
200

1,775
25

1,225
1,500
1,025

900
850

1,550
If675
t i %(\JL, JLc/V

Date Station

Dec. 9
" 10
" 11
" 12
" 13
" H
" 16
" 17
" 18
" 10
" 21
" 22
" 23

To

JvtC
turts

Casa Grande b
Tucson
Cocfeise
Wilcox
Pima
Thatcher
SafTord

6
6
6
6
6
b

Bowie 6
vSt David
Elgin
Douglas
McNeal
Rodeo

ta! , , .......

4
7
5
8
H

Attend-
ance

510
190
385
690

1,125
2,500
1,550

725
1,135
1,190
1,375

825
1,025

., 159 28,000

OHE BAY INSTITUTES

More of tliese meetings were planned, but the funds ^tre not
sufficient to carry out the plans. This is the oldest form of exten-
sion and has gtowtt somewhat otkt of favor, but nevertheless in
cases if meets the neekL for instance, a small isolated
needs kdpr one day's work ttere î Mild bt ample; more irotlW

stoke ittentioA
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a one day's meeting meets the demand. These lectures should be
illustrated with lantern slides if practicable.

Beginning January 21, 1913, Prof A. M. McOmie and Dr. O. C.
Bartlett held meetings, of two sessions each, in the Verde Valley at
Carnp Verde, Cornville, and Cottonwood. The attendance for the
three places was 259 Prof. McOmie discussed "Orchard Manage-
ment" and "Soil Management/' and Dr. Bartlett spoke on "Cod-
ling Moth Control," and "Insecticides and Their Use" in the
afternoon and evening at each place.

March 7, 1913, Prof McOmie and Dr. Bartlett held two sessions
at Palo Verde in Salt River Valley. At the afternoon session "Grain
and Sorghum," and "Aphis and other Pests," and in the evening
"Alfalfa Culture" and "The Cialcis Fly" were discussed. Two
musical numbers were rendered by local talent and refreshments
were served by the Woman's Club. The total attendance was 197,
this being about the entire population of the community.

MARICOPA COUNTY FARMERS* INSTITUTE

This organization has for its object the promotion of better
farming and rural life throughout the State generally, and in Maricopa
County especially. Its activities have been hampered on account
of insufficient funds to employ speakers and hold more meetings; but,
on the whole, the organization has accomplished much good. The
officers felt that one of the most effective means of arousing greater
interest among the farmers was by conducting contests of various
kinds throughout the county. The funds available justified the
launching of two such contests; fair and institute combined, and a
thirty-day milk test.

Midsummer Fair, In this county much of the fruit, vegetables,
root crops, melons and similar produce are matured by July 25, and
difficulty is had in holding them over for the State Fair in November.
These intensive crops ftow hold a very important arid steadily in-
creasing place in the farming of this county, and their growth should
be studied ard encouraged. Accordingly, the fair was held July 20,
1912, to taieet this condition.

All premium money was contributed by the business men of the
ooumty, but largely from Phoenix where the meeting was held. It is
a pleasure to note the great interest that tjie business men from every
line manifest in ^Ms orjppiz^tioji. The $400 given by them in prem-
IHms is wfysfyNp^ arictaiic& of this fact. The county supervisors
also*<i0Btribiifed $200 Co tito fund. The officers serve gratis, and all
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receipts are paid out for premiums. spt'akers. music, and for other 
like expenditures. The city gave the use of the City IIall Plaza, 
situated in the center of the business section and well suited for the 
occasion, as tbe show grounds and meeting place, which reduced the 
cost materially. 

Products of the farm, garden. and home were to be seen in 
abundance. Every district had something to display. The women 
were Hot bthind, for excellent bread, cakes, biscuits, canned fruit, 
and art work adorned their section. The bread-making conte~t 
was won by a sixteen-year old girl from the county. 

The exhibition created lOuch healthy rivalry among the farmers' 
and emphasized tlle superior quality of certain varieties ill every class, 
thus tl'nding to standardize the crops grown. :\'ot less than 4500 

I'i,. !I.._Mldsumtner edtibit 0/ Sall Riyer vwl.". I'ro.luoM, Cily IUJI Square. l'~;"'.·Ari"",,:;J.. 

I-crS!.lh saw the di~play. The instructive program of lectures, inter
spcrsul witll sd'l'tions by the band. were presided over by P. 1. 
HrlSf.n, I'n·~idl'Tlt. of tIll:' Institute/and were enjoyed by about 425 
!)<,opk 'I'll(' sl't":lkers were Gov. G. W. P. Hunt, Mayor Lloyd B. 
Christy, J. \\'. Form'V of nleudale. A. K. Stabler, A. M. MeOmie, 
;\J rs. I I. .0\. Guild and 1\1 rs. P. T. Edsion of Phoenix. 

Thirty-day buffa-j,jt c(mtest: The thirty-day butter·fat contest, 
IVa!'; ('nndnci('rI In! ..... :?ii. The lIl'HI<; selected wcre some of the best 
knO\I II in lht· ('ount'"; hut tht' cows were far ad"aT1ct'd in their period 
nf ladation, so tll{' figures given helow are calculated to represent 
what might be dnne with Mdinary care and with nrdillary dairy 
cows in Salt River Valley. The eCOTlomy of product;,)n as well a<; 
quality of milk and butter in this Valley is greatt'r than ill 1II0<;t other 
sectjon~. '111e tests were made by W. p, Mc:Connell, editor of 
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the Progressive Farmer, and a dairy-man of wide experience. The
table below gives the results of the contest.

THE TOTAL YIELDS OBTAINED IN THE 3-DAY 5-COW HERD CONTEST, 1912

Name of owner

C. E. Conner
J Stanley Howard
Amand Marriott
Frank X/ast

Date of contest

June 20- July 19
" 26- " 25
" 20- " 19
" 20- " 19

Milk,
Ib

6373
*i7in
5070
4107

Butter-fat,
Ib.

237 11
i QK AK

m oi
m oo

Butter,
Ib

274 96
OO/L *7O

m nn
OfM *7Q

In the individual cow test the test cows in each herd were
Queen of Ozark in Frank Last's herd giving 61.47 pounds of butter,
Red, C. E. Conner, 61.20 pounds, Addie, J. Stanley Howard, 48.33
pounds, and Slow, Amand Marriott, 44.23. While the herd contest
was won by C. E. Conner, the best individual cow was in the herd
having the lowest record. "Queen of Ozark" produced nearly
twice as much as any other cow in the herd, which brings out forcibly
the value of individual tests. The high average production in Mr
Connor's herd emphasizes the result of careful selection and of the
culling of *' boarders.'? These results have done much in encouraging
herd testing.

Annual Meeting: The first annual meeting of the Maricopa
County Farmers' Institute was held February 26, in the assem-
bly room of the Water User's Building, Phoenix, Arizona. The
meeting was for the purpose of making plans for the second Midsum-
mer Fair, to hear reports of the retiring officers, and for the election
of new officers. A general program consisting of addresses on vari-
ous subjects of importance by farmers in the Valley and by members
of the Station Staff were carried out. The new officers elected were:
President, E. McLain, Tempe; Secretary, P. I. Edson, Phoenix;
Treasurer, R. F. Garnett, Phoenix. A Central Fair committee and
a Legislative and Finance committee were appointed. Suitable
resolutions on bills pending before the legislature and of importance
to the farmers of the Valley were passed. The attendance at the
two sessions was 825.

SUMMARY

The year's work under the Institute Fund was marked with a
decid^e^ increase of Intej-est in agricultural development, not only by
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the farming, but by the general public of the State. The total cost
of the work to the State was held within $2500 appropriated therefor.
The attendance totaled 33,700 divided as follows: Demonstration
Train, 28,000; One Day Institutes 456; Midsummer Fair, 4,925;
and the Annual Meeting of tne Maricopa Coimty Organization,
325. This is fully double the attendance of the previous year, at
about one-half the cost.

A. M. McOMiE,
In charge of Farmers' Institutes.


